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that the purpose of teacher education

is to help students develop a sciencifk attitude toward their work and toward life. To us this means an
attitude of eager, alert observation; a constant questioning of old procedure in the light of new observations; a use of the world as well as of books as source
material; an experimental open-mindedness; and an
effort to keep as reliable records as the situation permits in order to base the future upon actual knowledge of the experiences of the past. Our aim is equally
to help students develop and express the attitude of
the artist toward their work and toward life. To us
this means an attitude of zest, of emotional drive, a
genuine participation in some creative phase of work,
,

and a sense that joy and beauty are legitimate possessions of all human beings, young and old. We are
not interested in perpetuating any spedal "school of
thought." Rather we are interested in imbuing teachers with an experimental, critical, and ardent approach to their work, and to tht' social problems of
the world in which they, as adults, must take an
active pa rt . lf we .accomplish lhi s, we a re ready to
leave the future of education to them."

From Fir8t Teacher Edueution Catalog; of 1931
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Preface
In the spring of 1956, a group of alumni of Bank Street College met wi th Sally
Kerlin '33, alumni trustee, to discuss alumni activities. And discuss we did!
But many of us felt that discussion alone, rewarding though it was to the alumni
present at the meeting, was not enough. We all felt that we had received something pretty
special during our experience at Bank Street, and that we had a real responsibility to the
College to take part, as far as we could, in its much-expanded program. This Fortie th
Anniversary seemed to be the appropriate time to act. Our first plan , accordingly, was
for a publication that would report informally on the current work of the College as a whole.
We thought that the alumni would like to know more about Bank Street today and its
development over the past forty years. Much of this information, we believed, would also
be of interest to a wider public. The alumni, and the general public too, might like to
know something about the alumni themselves. Who are they? Where are they located at
present? How many are teaching? How do graduates feel about their year at Bank Street?
How has it affec ted their personal and professional lives? What successes and what difficulties have been characteristic of them as beginning teachers?
Questionnaires were sent out to the entire alumni group. Replies have come in
from all over the country. Later in our report we s hall discuss the findings more fully.
The most gratifying result of the questionnaires to e veryone at the Colle@;e, however, will
almost certainly be the virtually unanimous enthusiasm the alumni have shown toward
Bank Street in their replies.
A striking feature of the reports from the earlie r classes was the number of tributes
to Mrs. Mitchell. These were completely spontaneous and were marked by deep fe e ling.
Many spoke of the lasting impression she had made upon them as people, as well as in
the ir work with children.
" The experience I had at Bank Street has deepened and illuminated
many areas of my life-personal and community relationships , a nd of course,
my understanding of my children and the schools they attend. Inte llec tu ally,
the courses with Lucy Mitchell in Environment and Map-making were tremendously s timulating and have become a continuing interest. To me, one
of the mos t important contributions of Bank Street education is that ever
afterward you are alert and re sponsive to the creative and imaginative
elements in other people and society as a whole'.'
"Creative work ... and the physical world around me has been cons ide rably more interesting s ince working with Lucy Mitchell"
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"[ would never have thought about wntrng if it had not been for
Mrs. Mitchell's course! Looking first-hand at one's environment is a habit
one never gets over after Bank Street. 11
"Lucy Sprague Mitchell was my greatest inspiration. 11
The later classes also had an enthusiastic response to the total program of Bank
Street, and what it meant to them when they became teachers.

"I began at Bank Street to see education for children as an exciting
and stimulating experience in the child's present rather than as an accumulating of facts to be used at a later date - a time of learning about the
community and the world as childre n's horizons expanded . The feeling I
got for using oneself creatively in music, art, woodwork, science; for experimenting, for questioning and for evaluating, I think I transmitted to
the children I taught.''

"fo whatever nursery school circle I find myself, Bank Street is
re,garded as a pioneer and leader-I always feel a surge of pride to be
one of it's graduates."
"Bank Street offered me the first mature educational experience
I had had. 11
"The year at Bank Street was. the most outstanding one o:f my life. 11

"l view myself, my family, my surroundings and all mainkind with
greater understanding, enthus iasm, joy and with a greater sense of responsibility. That certain spark has remained with me - of finding out - of
doing - of creating."
Our original hunch about the al umni interes t in Bank Street today was completely
validated. Every reply expressed curiosity about the various phases of t he program. Some
alumni were interested especially in the teacher training program, some in the research
projects, others in the School for Children and the Child Care Center.
More than ever, after receiving the questionnaires, we felt that we must report to
the alumni and to the educational world about Bank Street forty years after its founding.
This report includes some of the important growths and developments of the past forty
years, as described by some of the College staff members.
And last - but far from least - through this report, we wish to express to Mrs.
Mitchell our deep and las ting appreciation, and our determination to continue widening
and deepening the important work which she and her co-founders began in 1916.
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THE PROOF
OF THE PUDDING
by Edith Thacher Hmrd '34
Edith Thacher Hurd graduated fro m B ank Street
in 1934. After t eac hing for several years, s he
concentrated on writing for children. She is wellknown as the author of over thirty children's books.

"But you see," said Lucy Sprague Mitchell, "they are going to try and make a
myth out of me." She was quiet a moment thinking, then, "and I don't want to be a myth."
We were sitting under the spreading branches of the great live oak tree that stands in the
garden of Mrs. Mitchell's little white , wooden house in Palo Alto, California. Mrs. Mitchell's
remark interested me very muc h. What was a myth really? How DID a person become one?
Going to my Webster's when I got home, I found that the word "myth" came from
the Greek "mythos" meaning "myth, tale , talk, speech ." Well, so far this might apply
to Lucy Sprague Mitc he ll , because, after all , one of her mos t often repeate d requiest is:
"Please do n't talk while I'm interrupting. " The n J proceeded further in my Webster and
discovered that the definition of a myth, first of all, was "a story". How apt for Lucy
Sprague Mitchell the teller of tales, s he who encourages beauty of language and the spinning of yarns . [ read on: "A s tory, the origin of which is forgotton , ostensibly historical
but us ually to explain some prac tice, be lief, institution or Natural Phenomenon!"
I stopped here and thought. ls Lucy Sprague Mitchell "a natural phenome non?"
It didn't take me long to answer in the affirmative. As s he reveals in "Two Lives," Mrs.
Mitche ll had a lmos t no formal schooling. She merely read ALL the classics in her father' s
extens ive library. Later s he read philosophy aloud to him from the Greeks to Kant. She
li ved in the world of the uppe r intellec tua l crust while at Radcliffe College and that crust
was very upper in those days. Where the rest of us trod the mill of daily school routine,
Lucy Sprague Mitche ll was educated. He r education, knowledge and understanding are so
deep and widespread that the final result makes one occasionally give up in despair with
the thought, "She says she had no forma l e ducation , the n she MUST be a 'natural phenomenon'." Yes, I am sorry for Mrs. Mitchell' s sake, since she says she does not want to be
a myth, but if we are to follow Webster correctly, the n so far Lucy Sprague Mitc he ll is
definite ly a myth.
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So I proceeded to definition number two: '' A myth is a person or thing exis ting
only in the imagination." I gave a shout of joy ! Oh no , Mr. Webster! Oh no indeed! Th at' s
where you are wrong, as wrong as wrong can be! Lucy Sprague Mitc hell , you are no myth !
You ne ver have been and you never will be, for no matter how hard we try you certainly
never, never, ne ver ha ve existed ONLY in anyone's imagination !
Now that we have relieved you of this worry, Mrs. Mitchell, le t us proceed to tell
of you as we at Bank Street all know a nd love you. Not as a pe rson existing only in our
imagination s but as a person so vital and s o creative that yo ur influence will carry through
all of our lives. Is it the voice, the deep warm voice? Is it the human, sympathetic brown
eyes? The long fingers catching up the everpresent s t ring of strange and often exotic
beads? No, le t's not go sentimental. This is not a sen timental time nor indeed a sentimental non-myth that we are talking about. This is Lucy Sprague Mi tchell - so we a re
talking about "here and now" action, life and above all s timulation for anyone who comes
close to her.
We are talking about Mrs. Mitchell surrounded by maps , maps spilling out of he r
lap, maps rolling helte r-skelter across the floor. Maps of Manhattan, maps of the Alleghenies.
Maps of whe re rains fall and c ultures rise. Maps of volcanoes that die, of ice flows receding to le t men live. We are talking about Lucy Sprague Mitche ll s pringing from a rickety
bus careening down a mountain road in Wes t Virginia. Like the many childre n who lived
in the shoe, Bank Street s tudents tumble after her. Traffic stops, drivers curse and Mrs .
Mitchell explains faults , dips and the entire geological formation of the area in fi ve
breathless minutes before the bus driver toots impatiently, callin g o ut, "We 'll never make
Scott' s Run before s upper, lady, if yo u don't quit talkin' and get gain'. Be sides, them
drivers want to get past."
Lucy Sprague Mitchell wearing a l arge mine r's hat descending a c oal mine in West
Virginia, lis te ning to the foreman expl ain the causes for the strike that i s on. Then going
above ground to hear with deep interest and human sympathy the miner's wife tell of the
long weeks tha t he r husband has been out of work. Lucy Sprague Mitchell looks around at
the tin y wooden shack papered with newspapers that houses a family of s ix.
How we ll I remember the student party we held to celebrate our return from this
trip. After almost a year at Bank Street, we were all well re lease d and the evening turned
into hilarious charades, with Mrs. Mitc he ll taking the part of a contented cow on Borden' s
rotol actor, whic h we had seen at the beginning of our trip. To say that this i mpersonation
brought down the house is not understatement but he resy!
I can still remembe r standing solitary and alone on the corne r of a busy s treet in
the Village with my eyes tightly closed, for Mrs . Mitchell's assignment of that week had
been for us to record firs t hand sounds and smells . We were learning to ope n our ears , our
noses and our eyes for the first time in many years. In order to help us in this Mrs. Mitchell
s urprised us one day by bringing a large dog to class. We were to describe roughness,
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Mrs. Mitchell explains geological formations.

smoothness , the texture of dog hair. How glorious to be describing the texture of dog hair
in first ha nd language under the cons tant urging of Lucy Sprague Mitchell. It released us!
Lucy Sprague Mitchell holding her cigarette, ash dangling, relaxing he r would- be
writers with a glass of s he rry, the n s itting back and lis tening quie tly, inte ntly to a s tory
written by a student. Her criticis ms were never hars h but always direct and when a story
warranted it, there was a chuckle or de lighted la ugh. Lucy Sprague Mitchell's sense of
humor i s so keen, so appreciative, so heart-warming (to use a non-direc t phrase, but what
else is there to describe it?) that it gives confidence, it e ncourages and it urges you to
create even more fully.
Lucy Sprague Mitche ll herself creates in everything. But most of all she c reates
excitement. The door of the classroom would open and Mrs. Mitchell would bus tle in,
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bulging brief case in hand and al ways an opening joke, usually on herself, to begin a
class that might continue for an hour or perhaps a whole afternoon. Throughout the entire
time there was never a lagging in the bustle and creative excitement and at the end the
brief case would be flat and empty as Lucy brought maps, books, cigarettes, s tori es or
whatever else s he needed out of its seemingly bottomless depths. We, her students, left
with our minds holding the bulge that the brief case had relinquished.
There are so many of Mrs. Mitchell's sayings that have now become Bank Streetisms that no one person can remember them all. There is Mrs. Mitchell' s refuge from what
s he calls too much "pp-ssy-chology": "All is not guilt that jitters." I have heard her
remind students many times that, "After all the proof of the pudding is not in the eating
thereof but comes four hours later." Or, when telling of her more extra c urricular activities
when travelling through India she remarked, "Well, you know when the cat's away she
might as well play." She refers lovingly to Bank Street as her "Vicious circus."
But I must stop these mere reminiscences for it is of s uch stuff that myths are
made. So let us return to the practical. Lucy Sprague Mitchell was one of the three founders
of Bank Street. She has been its guide and leader for forty years . Perhaps the earliest
thoughts of what teaching children should really be, came to Mrs. Mitchell when she was
acting as the first Dean of Women at the University of California at the age of twenty~five.
Teachers must not be people of rote who live by the text book and teach by the page.
Lucy Sprague Mitchell wanted to teach teachers to bring to their classrooms the freshness
of living, wise minds but free ones. Teachers who could discuss the great Central Plains
with te n-year-olds and a teacher who could take a little, frightened child on her lap and
give comfort and security.
She created a college where we had to cast away our tight little islands . We had
to dance. We had to paint and sing and write stories with real children's words in them,
not adult and time-worn cliches. We had to s tudy children by looking at them and listening
to them day after day. We were not to be teachers who were so stuffed with "hook larnin"
that we forgot the sad, the happy, the sacred, the bold, the real child.
Now, how shall I end this rather rambling thesis which began with my efforts to
separate Lucy Sprague Mitchell from a myth? No, s he is not now and never will be a myth.
What then shall we call her, we, her hosts of students over whom she has worked with
such unceasing thought and unbelievable energy? I sit here quietly and think, but I know
I am only evading what is so apparent. It is as apparent as a very brilliant star in a cold
winter sky. A star that shines down with 'clear light on a sometimes very dark and very
cold world. Lucy Sprague Mitchell is no myth but a miracle.
I am sorry, Mrs. Mitchell. I am afraid you won't like "miracle" any more than yo u
like "myth" but we have to use "first hand language" the way you taught us to do. And
the proof of the pudding sometimes comes not in the eating thereof or even fo ur hours
later, but many, many years afterwards.
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TEACHER EDUCATION
FOR A CHANGING WORLD
by Charlotte B. Winsor
with Martha Stodt '51
Charlotte B. Winsor
Teacher Education
School Workshops.
a nd teaches both

is Chairman of the Graduate
Program and of the Public
She also advises students
day and evening classes.

Martha Stodt graduated from Bank Street in 1951
and then taught the elementary grades in two independent schools. She is now a parent of a three
year old in The Bank Street School for Children.
She assisted Mrs. Winsor in preparing this article
by gathering background material and writing
the preliminary draft.

Teacher education at Bank Street is only in its twe nty-fifth year in this the fortieth
anniversary year of the organization which was founded in 1916 as The Burea~ of Educational Experiments. Yet a program for teachers could have been foreseen as a next s tep
from the very beginnings of the Bureau. The outline of a point of view in teacher education could be detected in the earliest blueprint of the Bureau's purpose. Can we a ttempt
a re-statement of those 1916 goals?

In the teens of this century a growing concern with human behavior as a s cience
was discernible in many fields. History and economics as well as psychology and sociology
were becoming behavioral, as opposed to statistical, disciplines. The scientific method
was beginning to emerge from the laboratory and to be applied to the action and reaction
of people in normal life situations. And so, when the Bureau was founded, it also re flected
the thinking of the times and set out to apply such thinking to the lives of children. Its
founders, Lucy Sprague Mitc hell, Wesley Clair Mitchell, and Harriet Johnson, came to a
consonant viewpoint abo ut human behavior from a variety of experiences - Mrs . Mitc hell
from college teaching, Dr. Mitchell from economics and Miss Johnson from nursing. The
application of their experience to the needs of children started th e Bureau with a broad
base of social thought which has remained characteristic of Bank Street throughout its history.
This period also saw the beginnings of experimental work in the education of
young children. The Bureau's first function was in the dual direc tion of starting experimental schools and developing methods in research on c hildren' s behavior. The Bureau
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researc1 ' workers and the teachers who formed the first staff worked on a joint study of
young , ldren in as free a school set-up as could be developed. T his turned out to be
an expe. mental program for very young children established by the Bureau itself, with
Harriet Johnson as director, and another school , the Play School Oater City and Country
School), into which the nursery school children ente red at three. Out of thi s small beginning with high purpose grew the several elements which are Bank Street College today.
These were not the only schools invol ved in education. All over the country the
moveme nt was taking shape to develop a new style of school experience. This was particularly true in the east. Schools like Carson College, Dalton, E thical Culture, the Lincoln
and Horace Mann Schools of Teachers College, Manumit, and Walden were part of this
attempt to improve schools. The nursery school movement was also becoming a factor in
American educational thinking.
These schools were essentially an outgrowth of John Dewey's and Sigmund Freud's
tremendous impact on modern thought. They differed wide ly according to their interpre tations of these concepts. One might say they ranged from schools which strove to develop
the most efficient, modern techniques of imparting knowledge to schools which concentrated on encouraging the child to express his inner feelings and impulses. These goals
were 0ot ever mutually exclusive, but did make a pattern of emphasis.
The Bureau worked close ly with a small group of schools which call ed the mselves
"experimental". They were dedicated to discovering and using the findings of child research in a flexible school situation.
A pressing need for schools with an experimental orientation was teachers who
were equipped or qualified for this kind of teaching in this ki nd of school. The traditional
type of teacher education was considered by the pioneers of those days to be useless if
not harmful. This is perhaps best exemplified by Caroline Pratt's interview years ago
with an applicant teacher at City and Country School. Upon learnirng that the applicant
was a graduate of a prominent eastern teacher's college, Miss Pratt said, "If you can
forget everything you ever learned there, perhaps we can make a teac her of you."
Typical teacher education with its stress on "intake by words only" was ac tually
inadequate and s terile. Most of the pioneering schools developed a method of training
their own teachers within their schools. Over years of experimentation they found that
people who were flexible and creative and genuinely fond of children could work within a
school and through experie nce become the kind of teacher best s uited for that school.
People who live d ric hly and activ.ely in the world - offering to the c hildren their firsthand knowledge of the arts, the sciences, the social scene - rathe r than people who knew
about e ducational theory and philosophy but very little e lse, proved! to be the more success ful teachers in these schools. Not that these educators scorned intellectual development; they and their trainees studied intensively, their interests ranging over a wide
canvas . T he motive, however, was to acquire knowledge , understanding, and insight
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A student of an earlier class interviews local grocer in study of cost of li\,ing.
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toward truer approaches to children and the le arning process; and t here was wi despre ad
dis dain among them toward credits and degrees , per se .
This type of teacher development was by i ts very na ture somewhat haphazard and
uncertain. An ins titution for study, s upervis ion, and organized training for teachers to
serve experime ntal s chools was s orely needed. By 1931, the Bank Street School fo r Teachers
was founded to answer this need.
The time in which the School for T e achers began was a dec a de of social ferment.
Teache r training at Bank Street na turally re fl ected the great soci al upheaval of the 30' s
and the re was s trong emphasis on the "teache r as a citi zen." It was felt tha t a true' teache r
could not s top s hort of concern for the welfare of children everywhere a nd that s uc h gre at
human proble ms as poverty, disease, une mployment , c ivil liberties, s hould be her professi onal concern locally and interna tionally . The School for Teachers atte mpted to provide
experie nces which would deepen the s tudents' understanding of de mocracy and increase
their ability to function as members of democratic communities . Implementation of this
attitude re sulted in s tudents s tudying the community in which the School itself existe d:
le arning its physical characteristics, i ts problems, and attempting to find solutions.
The School for Teache rs developed a series of courses under the heading " The
Te acher in His Adult World " in whic h s tudents s tudied "the interre lation between the
na tural environment and our ways of living; what the e arth does to people, and what they
do to the earth;" and c urrent s oci al problems . F ie ld trips we re basic to the program. The
"long trip" became a high s pot in the experie nce of Bank Street s tudents in the 30's and
40' s . The c hoice of places to vis i t re flecte d the teaching purpos es of the trip - a mi ning
town, a s teel mill, war indus try towns like Wa te rbury, Connectic ut, the T VA and adjac ent
communities.
Such areas were investigated from the ir geol ogical beginnings to their socioeconomi c c haracte ris tics. School programs as a re fl ection of the community vis ited were
al ways part of s uch s tudy. Not only was the long trip a basis for the important firs t-ha nd
learning but often provided the material for further study within the college program. So,
on an adult level Bank Street s tudents were having s imilar expe riences to those they were
asked to provide for children. They we re be ing helped to use t heir e nviro nment as a tool
for learning.
The re is al ways danger in seeking and finding " t rends." As we think back upon
the firs t years of the teac her education program at Bank Street, the trend toward the soc ial
respons ibilities of e ducation is di scernible but i t would be fallac ious to ass ume that this
was t he only or even the most important as pect of a growing philosophy of teac her education t ha t c ame to ide nti fy Bank Street. Many strands were be ing woven together. Manyfaceted formulations were tested.
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Importance was also attached to s tude nts ' self-development. The principle of
":learning by doing" was applied to opportunities in the media of paint, clay, language,
dance, dramatics. The primary objective was not the finished product, but the personal
gratification as well as technique which the prospective teacher would acquire. Hopefully
the teache r would then provide for childre n a climate in which self-discovery could take
place on the child level.
There is no less concern for students' social and crea tive development today than
there was in the past at Bank Street. However, as the s taff has s tudie d the background
and experiences of students in more recent years, we have found that young people are
coming to Bank Street with ric her backgrounds in the arts and a more sophisticated social
unders tanding. In other words, we have to assume tha t today's s tude nts have considerable
social and c reative maturity.
Taking our clue from our stude nts and influe nced by the times in which we lived,
the program at Bank Street reflected the growing interest in the field of dynamic psychology
and its role in education. More emphasis was placed upon development of studenlt insight
into the meanings of behavior, their own as well as children' s. The guidance program,
which has always been fundamental to teacher education at Bank Street, was more highly
developed during this period, with emphasis on the student as a person as well as a teacher
trainee. Although the staff began a study of the guidance program which provided techniques and insights into the processes of personal and professional development of students,
the i mportance of the e nvironment as a curriculum base was not overlooked.
Recognizing the danger of stereotyped teacher style, the Coll ege has always been
rel uctant to offer blueprints for teaching. But we began to recognize the value of offering
courses in teaching techniques. Perhaps our experience in the public schools of New
York Ci ty, beginning in 1943, showed us the value of teaching techniques as well as
teacher understanding. We are not afraid that a Bank Street graduate will become a routine
teacher. Often, supervisors of our graduates have said to us, "Your s tudents have s uch
wonderful ideas , if they could only manage the s imple routines." We feel that, although
techniques cannot take the place of understanding, they provide the structure which frees
teachers to participate in children's lives and so arrive at deeper understanding of
their behavior.
More course time is now devoted to study of practical tec hniques in teaching the
academic skills, to s pecifics of c urric ulum building and class management, to me thods in
group dynamics, to an understanding of the use of the curric ulum to meet the inte llectual ,
social and emotional needs of the group .
Our closeness to public education has brought us to the heart of another crisis in
the lives of children in our schools. Because we be lieve in training our s tudents for work
in public schools, we are confronted, at leas t locally, wi th the problem of developing
teachers who can work successfully with deprived or minority group children. We need
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not only to help our students to understand sub-cultures in our community but we as a
staff need to develop curriculum ideas that are appropriate to, and feasible within, the
experience of the children our graduates teach. The social scene is vastly different from
1931. But the perplexities confronting the new teacher today are perhaps more difficult
to surmount than ever before. Some of our major social problems seem to have come home
to roost rn the classroom. We have a sobering challenge to meet, if our teachers are to
make the contribution to the school life of children that is so desperately needed.
In the description of earlier years in Bank Street's teacher education program, it
was pointed out that the student teachers were given much opportunity to learn as a child
l earns and to perceive more clearly the nature of the child through identification with his
world. Today, the aim is certainly for each trainee to become as familiar as possible with
the child's world - but with an awareness of the implications of the role of the adult in
the child's world. This requires a clear delineation of adult-child re lationships , insights
into the teacher's self and her own authority attitudes, and deeper interpretations of group
behavior and an understanding of the purposes behind techniques of class management.
Those engaged in the job of educating children often do not: realize how far into
the future goes the product of their work. In educating teachers of children we are really
two generations behind! Today we can hardly conceive the twenty-first century world. Yet
the children whose teachers we educate will be the m.a ture citizens of that world ! So it
behooves teachers, and especially teachers of teachers , to ponder what lies ahead.
With this in mind we have, since 1951, been developing a symposium course called
"Cultural Trends" which is given in place of history and philosophy of education. In this
course we offer students the opportunity to meet leade rs in the fields of philosophy, the
sciences and the arts. A point of view to be developed is our purpose, rather than a body
of knowledge to be mastered. It is our hope that such glimpses into the very abstract concerns of modern tho ught will give students a broad canvas upon whi ch to proj ect needs
of children. From this experience students gain a perspective, awesome at times, of the
world in which their children will live. It becomes their task then to formulate philosophy
of education. "Cultural Tre nds" may be only a course title at Bank Street. It seems, however, to mean more than that. Perhaps it best expresses Bank Street philosophy - "trends"
rather than absolutes, past "culture" as a rich source for understanding the present,
present "culture" as a c lue to the future. An experimental approach to childre n and the ir
world defines Bank Street College today qS surely as it has in the past.
As educational patterns at Bank Street have developed out of the times and the
needs of the educational community, so have its administrative policies. If we look back
into a not-so-distant past, we find the attitude toward teacher education re flected in a
remark made by a retiring teacher, "I got out of high school, put up my braids , and there
I was, a teacher!" A generation ago most of the teachers in the schoolrooms had this kind
of "preparation," and probably it remained acceptable as long as i t did because a te acher
simply passed on the s ubject matter she had acquired as a s tudent lco her own students -
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the conce pt of teac hing children had not yet dawned.
Gradually throughout the country there has developed inc reased respect for the
teacher as a professional worker and most s tates have moved toward an upgrading of teacher
qualifi cations with specific certification requirements. It has become more common to
require a bachelor's degree to qualify for teaching in the nursery school as well as in the
elementary and high school. Probably the most important step in this direction in New
York occurred during th e last war when a committee of educators, two of whom were Bank
Street personnel, worked out the Sanitary Code of the New York City Board of Health for
nursery schools. These standards included s uch items as the number of children per
teacher, -and the qualifications of the teacher as factors to be evaluated for the welfare of
the children, and eventually, the licens ing of the nursery school.

The Bank Street School for Teachers in its beginnings perhaps reflected its. c ulture
to the extent that it too was quite fluid in its s tandards of formal tra ining for teachers.
There was a sharp distinction between the indifference or unawareness of the need for
teaching s tandards on the part of the general community, however, and our reluctance to
force our program into a mold in order to meet rigid, static pedagogical requirements.
Bank Street students have always been college graduates (or people possessing th e equivalent maturity) who were studying and working for further development in their knowledge
of children and how to teach. One of the early catalogues s tresses that:

"The Cooperative School for Teachers places relative ly little emphasis on the mere accumulation of marks and credits as measures of professional competence. Individu al guidance of s tudent development and the
opportunity to test one's capacity in a real work situation are regarded as
more meaningful incentives and s tandards of achievement. Neither does
the Cooperative School undertake to duplicate the work of existing institutions or to offer graduate degrees. As a specialized professional
school it makes no attempt to provide the usual content courses in history,
literature, philosophy, science, economics, and the other branches of
knowledge such as may be obtained in any good college or graduate school."

As standards for teacher qualification developed in New York State, Bank Street
incorporated these requirements for certification into its own c urriculum. Still retaining
all the courses and experiences es sen ti al to teacher training at its best, the curriculum
s truc ture was developed to the point where it was recognized as a full program for the
degree of Master of Science in Education. In 1951, the Bank Street School for Teachers
became the Bank Street College of Education with degree granting powers. The c urrent
catalogue gives an interesting contrast in its statement regarding the degree and certification to the early one quoted above:
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"All residence requirements for certification and the degree of
Master of Science in Education may be comple te d in one academic year.
This full-time program meets all the professional requirements for a teaching certificate in New York State on either the Early Childhood or the
Elementary leve l. New York State certification carries with it rec iproc i ty
with many other states, sometimes, requiring some further s tudy. Graduates
have been qualified to teach in a large number of communities in the United
States upon comple tion of the program at the College. The e ligi bili ty requirements for the New York City Board of Education examinations are
also met by the program."
Today as always the teacher education program is an important piece of the integrated whole that i s Bank Street. The original purpose, to s tudy children and how they
learn, has flourished. Several extensive, important s tudies discussed e lsewhere have
been concluded or are under way. Research serves our s tude nt groulP direc tly through its
fac ulty who participate in several College programs . More important perhaps is the ongoing ferment of ideas that is generated by findings and the further questioning that i nevitably follows . Publications are continually coming from these research findings and
furthe r publications in the fie ld of child study and children's litera ture come regularly
from the Bank Street Writers Laboratory.
At no point in its history has Bank Street conside red i tself a.n ivory tower organization. Always its ultimate respons ibility was toward education in the community at large,
and experimentation was cons idered futile unless findings could be made useful i n all
schools. A very real opportunity came thirteen years ago whe n Bank Street was asked to
deve lop a teachers ' workshop in a New York City public school. This was a service from
which teachers in the school could voluntarily see k help with the ir programs, their c hildren, and their teaching problems. In s ubsequent years the College has worked in ni ne
public schools and in 1956-57, is fun c tioning in seven schools in New York City. In recent
years, Bank Street has further extended its services to s taff and pare nts in fo ur inde pendent schools, to a dis tric t in Suffolk County, Long Island, and to public schools in Wilmington,
De laware, and Stamford, Connecticut. The reputation of the College in the e ducational
community is such that staff members are often called in for consultation on a policy
level in c urric ulum cons truction and teacher development.
Bank Stree t's field service program is giving its attention to partic ularly hard
problems confronting schools: the teacher shortage - by gi ving special he lp to new teachers or those who are inadequate ly prepared; the over-crowding in the classrooms - by
developing programs to alleviate the problems of room-sharing and by working with large
classes in small sub-groups; non-English s peaking children - by devising methods a nd
content in language and social s tudies both for classes in which none of the c hildren
s peak Englis h and for mixed groups; and the new need for nursery schools felt by families
in middle in come housing developments - by sponsoring the schools organized by parents.
All of these efforts are of course making their impact on modern education, and Bank
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In a curriculum class a student presents his study of the 1r>ossible trips
for children in the Manhattan area.
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Street feels a special challenge to provide the kind of "teacher-artisan" needed in these
situations as well as to give specific guidance in the situations themselves. The significance of these problems is being included in the curriculum of teacher training at Bank
Street so that new teachers may enter professional service with some first-hand awareness of the problems to be dealt with in the community.
Today Bank Street is experimenting and moving ahead with a variety of teacher
training approaches . The goals of the original Cooperative School for Teachers are contained in and expanded in the present full-time day program for graduate students at the
College. The curriculum contains the basic elements felt to be most valuable for teacher
preparation, developed during these forty years of experimentation. These students have
a five-day week program, consisting of student teaching, classes at the College, and
guidance; and their program continues through the nine-month school year. Upon completion of this year of work, they are eligible for state certification and a Maste r's degree.
Because of the acute teacher shortage and the need for a more fl exi ble training
program, Bank Street has recently adopted another pre-service training program. This is
a four-year experiment supported by the Fund for the Advancement of Education, in which
graduates of liberal arts colleges with no previous education courses or teaching experience are given intensive student teaching, courses in child development and c urriculum
planning and individual guidance for half a school year and then are placed as teachers
in nearby public and independent schools. During the second half of the year they are
regular teachers on full pay. But they are closely supervised in the classrooms and return
to the College for courses and futher advisement. This experiment is expected to have
significant implications for teacher tra ining and for Bank Street's own curriculum - and
it is being carefully observed and recorded by the research department.
For ten years the College has offered an in-service evening program to students,
most of whom are teaching but have not yet qualified for certification. A new aspect of
in-service training has been initiated this year with Bank Street staff undertaking to
s upervise teachers on-the-job towards fulfillment of student teaching requirements . T he
validity of their supervision program is also being studied to determine its value and
further development.

In conclusion, the College is still experimenting and learning. The staff is seeking new approaches to new problems and old. If one could be so bold as to see a line of
development, it could be said that the College is moving farther out from its walls than
ever before, living closer to the social and c ultural streams which affect the lives of
children - working hard to learn from the environment what they can he lp teachers to know.
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THE ARTS AND
LITERATURE AT BANK STREET
by Claudia Le:wis '33

Claudia Lewis advises students, teaches day and
evening classes, and is currently the research
associate in charge of th e experimental teacher
education projec t. She is the author of several
hooks , the most recent of which, "Straps the Cat" ,
her first hook for children, will be published
this spring by William R. Scott, In c.

My acquaintance with Bank Street dates back to 1932-33, the second year of the
school' s exis te nce as a center for th e training of teachers. How well I remember the day
of my arrival as a student, s uitcase in hand, bleary-eyed after four days and nights spent
on a train from the West Coast. On that first day Lucy Sprague Mitche ll took our assembled
heterogeneous class of student teachers down to the Battery, where we not only inspected
a tugboat but were invited to go on board and ride along out into the bay, while the captain brought in a Spanish liner. The Spaniards leaned over the rails and stared at the New
York skyline and at the girls on the tugboat; the girls stared back, their feet firmly planted in their "environment" for the first time in their lives. Let me not hesitate to say it
- thus began a simply glorious year.
The Arts bulked large in the c urriculum in those days. Every Thursday night we
began the week-end of classes with a vigorous session of mode rn dance with Polly Ko rc hien
in the auditorium. What a gifted dancer and teache r Polly was. She showed us that we
could all dance - we were all beautiful , light, all of us dance rs - whether we knew anything about dancing or not. We painted with Ralph P earson in the Design Workshop; and
Charlotte Perry in the Dramatics class introduced us to the powerful language of gesture.
With her we progressed from exercises in the turning of imaginary egg beaters to impromptu
plays, in which we tried to convince our audiences of the reality of every move we made
- and in this process found new aspects of reality in ourselves. There was music, too ,
with Frederick Hart and Marian Farquhar, and last but not least, "Language" (to use the
familiar Bank Street term) with Mrs. Mitchell. She read to us from Homer as well as from
childre n, and opened our eyes and ears to the glories of the concrete word. Many of us
who had at one time conside red ourselves budding writers threw off the academic ide a s
that cluttered up our styles, and l earned through Mrs. Mitchell's famous "five finger ex-
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ercises" how to see, touch, hear, and how to get ourselves into what we wrote. We were
learning about children's uses of language, too, of course - just as in all the Arts courses
we were learning about what to do with and expect of children, as we discovered what
to expect of ourselves.
Wielding our egg beaters and paintbrushes, we kept the old building rocking, day
and night. That was a year!
Times have changed somewhat, since those days . Dance and Dramatics have
fallen by the wayside, and though the Bank Street philosophy underlying the Arts courses
remains the same - a belief not only that a teacher can increase her stature as a person
through active participation in the Arts, but that she must know what it is like to use
creative art materials if she is to work successfully with children in these media. Still,
there is the shade of a possibility that the emphasis in the Arts courses today is shifting
toward "how to do it with children," rather than "do it for yourself, as an adult, on your
own level, and find out what it does for you."
How can we explain this shift in emphasis, and also the fact that the Arts courses
now occupy a considerably smaller place in the total curriculum than they did in the beginning days? Probably several converging streams have carried us to the point where we
stand now. Foremost may be the fact that the typical Bank Street student who comes to
us today has studied modern dance for years; she has painted, acted, folk-danced, sung
in choruses, studied piano, horn, recorder, violin. Not a few of the recent students have
made the decision to come to teaching after professional experience with one or more of
the Arts. This may mean that Art, as a way of life, has gained much greater headway in
schools and colleges than it had in the 30's. Or it may mean that a self-selective fac tor
is operating that now sends to Bank Street applicants who are already oriented to our values.
But there is still another important consideration. Bank Street has a broadened
concept of how to implement the personal as well as the professional development of the
teacher. In the past twenty-five years, education on every level in this country has gained
new insights from the deepening psychodynamic currents of thought. In this interval of a
few years, a whole new climate of thinking about the individual and his motivations has
come into being. As a result, the Bank Street student today bene fits from a guidance program at the College, which was scarcely dreamed of in 1932. She is assigned an adviser
who is trained by the psychiatric consultant of the College, and also has had practical
experience as a teac her herself. This adviser works continuously with the student throughout the year, not only on professional techniques but on the achieving of insight into the
overlapping personal aspects of the professional problems that arise. This takes time time that was perhaps given to Modern Dance and Dramatics in the earlier years.
And there is something e lse that takes up the time formerly given over to the Arts,
and perhaps influences the way in which the Arts courses are presented to the students
today. Bank Stree t has become more public school oriente d. More of our graduates go into
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Self expression through dance was part of the curriculum in the early thirtfos.
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public school teaching. Our staff has for 13 years now conducted workshops in New York
public schools for the in-service training of teachers. Last year, under a grant from the
Ford Fund for the Advancement of Education, Bank Street inaugurated an experimental
teacher-training program, especially oriented toward training teachers intensive ly, rapidly,
effectively, for public school teaching. This has meant, unavoidably, a careful attention
to the inclusion in our program of the necessary courses devoted to just plain methods,
skills, and techniques of management of large classes of children. Meanwhile, the students
must cover in their programs the necessary points and subject areas for certification by
New York State - and as Master's candidates, of course, there is a thesis to write.
More could be said about the implications of the choices we have made, implications that relate us to the times we live in, and to currents in the broader educational
scene. But perhaps this is not the place to do more than suggest that the implications are
there, and to invite the re ader to explore them for himself. One fina l question I might take
the liberty of asking, without answering: Why is it that we have dropped from our program
the two Arts which involve the most direct and primitive medium of expression, the human
body itself?
Language, some might say, is also a very direct form of expression, and the writer
working with words is as good as dead if the hand on the pencil does not connect wi th
something pretty vital. The study of "Language" as an Art at Bank Street does still hold
its own, and interest in and activity around children's literature has inc reased, rather
than lessened, during the course of the last twenty-five years. When I think back to those
early days when there was no Bank Street Bookshop and no Writer's Laboratory, and Lucy
Sprague Mitchell's "Here and Now Story Book" was just about our only source for hereand-now stories, I re alize that a great deal has happened in the intervening years.
"Another He re and Now Story Book" was published in the mid-thirties, when the
Writer's Laboratory come into being, under the guidance of Mrs. Mitchell. Now, in the fall
of 1956, a third Bank Street storybook has appeared, "Believe and Make-Believe," a collection of both here-and-now and fantasy s tories, contributed by members of the Writer's
Laboratory and former students of the language and literature classes in the college.
Over the years, a great number of writers have participated in the informal sessions
of the Writer's Laboratory, where the re have been opportunities to criticize manuscripts,
to think jointly about what it takes to write a good story for a child, and to hear the opinions of invited guest speakers from the publishing a nd library fie lds. Margaret Wise Brown
was one who wrote her first books as a member of the Writer's Laboratory. Other one-time
or present members who have contributed importantly to literature for and about children
are Ruth Krauss, Irma S. Black, Louise Woodcock, and Margueirita Rudolph. The list of
publications coming out of 69 Bank Street in these twenty-five years is a long one. Deserving
special mention are in Heath readers, and the Bank Street Golden Books, now ten in
number, and representing a really pioneer effort to make good literature for children
widely available.
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As our books keep coming off the presses, our critical activity keeps pace. In the
language classes, as well as in the Writer's Laboratory, and in panel meetings with invited editors, writers and psychologists, staff and students carry on some of the most
heated discussions that can re heard anywhere at Bank Street centering around such
questions as: "How do books strengthen children emotionally?" "Should we try to avoid
reading to children all stories that frighten?" "What are the functions of a fantasy story?"
"What is the responsibility of the writer, and of the parent and teacher who select books
to read to children?" "Do children really prefer stories with 'moral' themes?" "Why
aren't there any standards in the field of illustrations for children's books? What can be
done about this?"
This, of course, is the absorbing critical act1v1ty that exists wherever there is
literature. As long ago as 1802, Lamb was blasting away at a popular writer of his time,
one Mrs. Barbauld. In a letter to Coleridge, he wrote, "'Goody Two Shoes' is almost out
of print. Mrs. Barbauld's stuff has banished all the old classics of the nursery ... Think

Claudia Lewis meets weekly with her group of student advisers.
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what you would have been now, if instead of being fed with tales and old wives' fables
in childhood, you had been crammed with geography and natural history."
We are s till trying to find that optimum balance between old wives' tales and
natural history; still wondering what we "would have been now, if" ..., or, in other words,
just what the impact of literature is on children. Fortunately, we have techniques available today for exploring s uch questions. We can do more than merely wonder, or assume.
In the spring of 1953, the Bank Street Research Department launched a small study of just
this question , a study involving one s tory, fiftee n of our nursery s chool c hildre n, and a
projec tive technique approach. T entative results point to what, after all, might be assumed
on the basis of common sense: There is no s uch thing as "the" impact of a s tory; each
child makes and takes his own meaning .
That there is no single recipe for a good story is undoubtedly the convic tion of
all of us at Bank Street now who are concerned with c hildren' s lite rature. If one tried to
put into a sentence or two the philosophy behind our writing and teaching at present, there
would be no better way to begin than with this concept. We believe that both the here-andnow and the fantasy story can present s ignificant aspects of reality to c hildren; the s helves
of our Books hop are well-s tocked with scien ce books of all descriptions, as well as with
books of make-believe, fun , and adventure. We hold that the good writer, no less than the
good teacher, is sens itive to the child' s world on all fronts; that he keeps himself aware
of wha t Lucy Sprague Mitchell pointed out so cogently years ago - the c hild ' s deJlight in
the rhythms, sounds, and patterns of language; that he presents to children something
that reflects life meaningfully and richly, even if in a s mall way; that he continues always
to lis te n to childre n, a nd to learn from them.
Those who listen to childre n today hear some remarkable things - new things
under the s un . No doubt abo ut it, the here-and-now world, as well as the fantasy world,
of the contemporary c hild touches upon the realm of outer space.
I look around in our Bookshop and note that Bank Street has not yet produced a
"space" writer. Why is this, le t me ask you who are reading, and all of you who want to
write for c hildren today? . .. Listen to a second grader in a New York public school dlescribing how so ftly the s now falls - "as softly as a space cadet tipping across Mars ." Listen
to another second grader, in the Dalton School , writing a poem abo ut the night:
' 'On a cold shivery night I like to
watc h the moonlight.
Rocket ships like little balls
dance aro und the little stars."
We will have to race to keep up with these childre n of today. Ten years from now,
the s tory of th~ Arts and Lite rature at Bank Street should, and no do ubt will, include a
notation in a new key.
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NEVV CONCEPTS
IN NURSERY EDUCATION
by Elizabeth C. Gilkeson
with Estelle Schecter '54
Elizabeth C. Gilkeson is Chairman of the Children's Program. She also advises students
and teaches both day and evening classes.
Estelle Schecter graduated from Bank Street in
1954. Last year she taught the three year olds
in the Bank Street School for Children. While
awaiting the arrival of her first child, she is now
writing material for the Children's Program.

As of the middle of the 20th century - sometimes called the century of the child
Bank Street College operates two schools for c hildren serving two very different communities: The School for Children at 69 Bank Street for children aged two through seven
living in or near Greenwich Village; and the Polly Miller Child Care Center in West Bronx
for children aged three through five living in- or near Highbridge Houses, a low income
city housing development. These two settings afford a broad scope within which to appraise and implement the theories about teacher-child-curriculum interaction developed
over the past forty years. Direct responsibility for the operation of two schools has provided us with a rich spectrum which requires interdepartmental action.
The Children's Program Committee, representing all branches of the College s taff,
combines a diversity of experience in independent schools, public welfare day care centers, elementary public schools and child study laboratory schools. From these · diverse
backgrounds there emerges a breadth of knowledge and a variety of application of this
knowledge to different situations. A strong belief held in common by all members of the
Committee is that the school must in its planning for the child be sensitive to his total
life situation.
The school must recognize the child's primary relationship to his family and to
his community. These understandings make it essential that a nursery school offer a complementary and enriching life experience.
Philosophically we are moving from focusing on the child as an almost isolated
entity and integral personality of fascination - to the child as a growing interacting person.
It has become important to study the immediate world with which the child is interacting,
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A variety of materials provide experiences in exploration and mastery.
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its people and e vents, in orde r to understand his development, hi:s modes of learning, hi s
fantasies . In this conte xt, nursery schools in 1956 can be thought of as having a broad
social func tion , s e rving the child within the family as well as the c hild within the school.
The knowledge which the nursery s chool moveme nt has acquired thro ugh its own experience
and through the contribution of allied fields is being continuously integrated in its present
philosophy and practice.

While the life experience of children at our School for Children has been s timulating, often beyond what they can absorb, c hildren a t the Polly Miller Center need to learn
a ne w valuing of the mselves as people who can explore and have :independent ideas about
the world they live in. Childre n in both s chools share the limitati ons of city living which
rarely lends itself to the s mall child' s need for direct investigation, privacy and independe nce of adventure. City childre n lack opportunities which would give some of our
over adult-s timulated
children a c hance for reflective integratiorn in a c hild's terms and
\._,,
our unders timulated children opportunities for s elf-propelled exploration and learnings.
A common goal in both s chools is to add depth to the child's learnings. We believe that
the child who is in fee ling-thinking tune with himself will more meaningfull y relate to his
peers . This is a rather different e mphasis from that of one era in nursery school thinking
when the maturation of a child' s social s elf in a school group was the major aim of the
nurs ery school.

Bank Street has al ways held that play is the child's way of learning. We have
respected the child' s pl ay as his own way of integrating both hi s feelings and his concepts about the world . All childre n are happier when they have a n opportunity to le arn ,
to master, to fee l an inne r ability to control their world. This is the principle upon whic h
we are acting in setting up our rooms a nd outdoor play areas to irnvite direct explora tion.
The initial s choo l expe rie nces, while offering a variety of materiials and activi ties, are,
by design, kept s imple so that a child may select from and s avor. If our rooms seem s tark
at the beginning of the yea~ it is with a plan of "giving" in this mode rather than one
which may be more esthe tically pleasing to the adult but not necessarily rela ted to the
c hild' s capacity for participation.

The maturity of the group governs the multiplicity and complexity of mate rials
and expe rie nces. Thus, children in the five's group were exposed early to rich vis ual and
tactile college materials , whereas children in the three's group we re taking in with equal
wonder and delight the mastery of choosing crayons and paper from an ope n shelf and
navi gating these selections to a c hair and table where they could use them. Childre n in
the two ' s roo m were coping with jus t navigating themselves from c ubby to big muscle
equipment to a chair or rug where they could reflect on the physical properties and people
in their ne w environment. A child's independent experimenting is he ld in common value ,
peer or adult intervention encouraged or guarded agains t in terms of the c hild' s or group's
readiness for either.
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Discovery has act1v1ty expressions for the child. Some of these act1v1ty express ions elicit teacher response. Good teaching in the early years is demonstrated by that
quality of teacher activity which enhances the child's own activity and does not s trive
to stretch too far beyond it. We have no investment in accelerating the mate rial productivity of the children except as their own interests and maturational level suggest inc1reased
teacher stimulation.
Our understanding that the child through play works out his feelings about himself
in his family as well as in his group has direct implications for how we teach. Careful
observation of play helps us know the kmd of adult relationship the child needs from the
teacher in order to learn in this first important situation away from home. By learning also
about the child's areas of interest, the fields in which he wishes to adventure, his ability
to see relationships, we are better equipped to help him develop the independence and
mastery which give him true gratification.
Our teaching is in this spirit when a teacher of two's wordlessly withdraws several
building blocks from their stacks and hands them to an eyescurious but hand-shy child;
when a teacher of three's says, "let's make room for Johnny, too"; when a teac her of
four's makes a chair available for a child to continue work on a building that has exceeded
his height; so is a teacher of five's when she leaves a box of textiles by the blocks to
encourage evidences of dramatic play that have emerged from that area; and a teacher of
six's is on the right track when she supports the protests of an Empire State Building
builder who will not have another child's bridge join his structure '' because it doesn't belong."
For a period of time nursery schools were offering children the opportunity to enter
activities or not at their volition, to choose from easily accessible and widely varied
materials and to serve themselves their own food. We no longe r think that there is a question as to whether we should do this or swing toward more teacher direction and guidance.
The question is how we allow the child to develop his own independence and mature
through his own effort and choice and, at the same time, offer him the resource of a teacher's understanding guidance. The food at the table, for example, is served in small e nough
casseroles for the child to help himself, but the teacher is aware of the child who still
needs to receive his food with more personal attention from the adult. She knows who
needs guidance toward being more adventurous in his choices, or who nee ds help in
setting his limits.
Today, the teacher is not afraid to show that s he cares about what the child is
eating. This does not mean that s he has swung back to dominating him or to overdirecting
the exact way in which he eats. We are therefore knowable to our children in expl ic it and
ove rt expressions of ourselves as people. We feel free to re late ourselves phys ically and
emotionally to the childre n we teach. We are happy to see them when they come to school
and we let them know it. We feel free to catch them in their jumping games, to swing them,
to hug them as they run into our arms up a wide sweep of outdoors, to s ing to them , to let
them know we value their safety, to set limits, to clarify, to make our expec tations known,
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to enjoy with them their humor. their pleasure in language, thinking and fantasies, to protect them in their sometimes s udden terror. For part of their learnings with us is that the
world is a knowable, sometimes controllable world and that its people are knowable and
friendly. The materials they first explore and then use creatively to express themselves,
the trips they take, the peers with whom they build friendships and the adults who are
responsible for their school days all build up positively to this principle.
Since there is much about whic h young children feel helpless, adults can he lp
them move in either of two directions. We have chosen, through the teaching medium, to
help the m move in the direction of self-responsible rathe r than dependent relatedness.
But today we know that this learning, too, comes through genuine relationship with an
adult who values it. No matter how preciously one holds this as a philosophy, the means
to this end need frequent re-evaluation as to their re levance for these c hildre n, this year,
with this teacher.
A nursery school's beliefs are reflected in every aspect of its program. The relationship of a nursery school to the parents of the children it teaches has undergone some
interesting changes. The nursery school movement had no tradition of coalition with parents
- against children. Indeed, one suspects that the pioneers did not too seriously conce rn
themselves with the adults in the child's world. The early nursery school movement emerged
with an expressed identification with the child, perhaps to the exclusion of his parents.
But without this strong positive drive towards being "for" the child, the Bureau of Educational Experime nts could neve r have been founded .
Pioneers are not humble people. The ir boldness takes big strides which others can
modify or correct. In enlarging our scope from a child-cen tered school to a family-oriented
school we are s tating such a correction. Programming flexibility is an important and tangible
expression of recognition by a family-oriented school of the individual patterns of family
life and our new understanding of the child as an integral part of his family. From the
revamping of our program for two-years-olds to the inclusion of an afternoon program for
three's as well as the addition this year of a primary grade, we are endeavouring to relate
ourselves more relevantly to family need.
In scheduling a program for two-year-olds which meets for just two hours twice a
week we were s truc turing a school experience for two's which seemed to be a complement
to family life. We fee l that the child at this age is swinging from a desire for independence to a need for the known relationship with his mother and for mastery of his home
world. By including his mother in our program we are making it possible for him to feel
her support when he swings toward independence in a school world planned for two's, a
world in which he can find gratification with other friendly adults.
We thus forsook carving out a huge portion of the two's waking hours and forfeited
the intimate knowledge of the li fe and ways of mid-twen tieth century two year olds in
New York City which s ix hours a day of playing, teaching, eating and sleeping with them
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The Bank Street School for Children now includes first and second gradles.
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had afforded us years before. Perhaps this reprogramming seems nothing more than a long
overdue recognition of the findings over several decades of developmental psychology
concerning the importance of this period of emergence from infancy to childhood. But the
fact of recognition and our readiness to act on it are expressive of a desire to yie ld either
a previous feeling of expertness or a lack of c uriosity which had us clinging so tenac iousl y
to a single way for so long. Moreover, the two's program typifies our thinking that we
know this very young child better when we know him in his relation to his mothe r and
know her feelings and ideas about him.
We strive to be good interpreters of the program at school and of how the child is
growing through interacting in it. The school and parents observe together the child's
goals and achievements and have the opportunity to establish at the very beginning genuine
acceptance of and respect for each other's contribution to his growth. Through mutual
understanding we develop an ability to adjust to each other's ways of dealing with the
child. This is the quality of relationship with parents which we hope to maintain throughout the child's school life with us. We hope that the contemporary parent group finds identification with us out of respect for our work derived from the knowledge we share with
them about that work and from their relevant participation in it.

Some practical measures afford channels for participation:

1. Every parent is entitled to enroll tuiti'on free in one College course per semester.
2. Membership in the Parent Organization br:ings membership in the Associates ,
an organization interpreting Bank Street to the community and involving voluntary
services of all types .
3. Membership in the Parent Organization also involves committee work determined both by school need and parent interest.
4. Some parents are assistants to teachers on a regular basis when student teachers are at class; some help on a special basis for trips or other programming calling for additional adult personnel.
5. Parent-teacher meetings are organized on a common topical i111terest and initiated
by either group.
6. Eve ry group has a parent representative who functions as a liaison between
the group teac he r and the group's parents.
7. During the school year there are at least two individual parent-teacher conferences initiated by the teacher, with additional conference time available a t
the request of e ither participant.
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8. lndi vi dual conferences between parents and Chairman of the Children's Program
are scheduled when the content of the conference may be more appropriately handled by someone other than the child's teacher. Questions of financial aid or
clarification of special need for professional service outside of the school to a
child and/or his family come within this category.
Three years ago we did not have a program plan for parents. In taking parents
into the excitement of the educational work we have certainly moved away from relating
to them as adjuncts to the school whose only meaningful contribution could be through
fund-raising or other practical activities on a non-educational basis.
The direction of the Children's Program has been determined in part by the needs
of the total College program. For Early Childhood and Elementary School teacher training
it has seemed important to provide our own settings where student teachers might participate in our development of the curriculum and our interpretation of the authority role.
Since many of our students are training for elementary schools we felt responsible for
adding a primary group.

It has also seemed important to demonstrate in two very different settings, the
Sebo ol for Children and the Polly Miller Child Care Center, the long-held Bank Street
theory that c urriculum is bes t developed in terms of the particular children being ta ught.
The size of the children's groups in the School for Children has been increased to eightee n
at the three and four year old level, and to twenty or more in the older groups. At th e College School for Children there are a gro up teacher and two graduate students in charge
of thes e relatively large groups. This enables the student teacher to gain realistic skills
in group management. Each Early Childhood student has at leas t one placement in the
College School, during which time workshops in practical skills are conducted lby the
Children's School staff. At the Center, student teachers have the added experience of
sharing in the difficulties and opportunities of a ten-hour daily program.
In these past two years, it has been necessary to devote major attention to many
organizational details, the needs of the children and families within the program, arnd the
development of a new staff dedicated to a common basic philosophy but representing a
diversity of backgrounds and skills . Nevertheless, in cooperation with the Bank Street
research department, beginnings have been made in a s tudy of new recording methods,
and a pilot program has been started in the study of the two-year-old program. The presence
within the Children's Program of different cultural settings in which to study young: children, families and teachers can be strategic in a future research design.
A program has been initiated this year with Einstein Medical College and Bank
Street College to test the value of a s hort period of participation in th e nursery school as
complementary experience for students in Child Psychiatry. For a more extens ive training
period, student nurses at Fordham Hospital are placed at Polly Miller Child Care Center.
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Now we rn the Children's Program are ready to ask, "Wha t of the future? Where
do we see o ursel ves moving as an integral part of Bank Stree t College?" The first step
i s to clarify our goal s in each of o ur present fun cti ons - as a school related to teacher
training and to college researc h; as a training center for students i n re lated fie lds; as a
demo ns tration of the family-oriented school of today - and the n to determi ne which of
these goals are mutually c ompatible, and are most nearly those of the total Bank Street
program. Problems are invo lved, of course, but they are not ins uperable if goals are clearly
defined. F or in s tance, a te ac her of eig hteen c hildre n with no paid assistant, carryi ng on
an active parent-teacher relations hip cannot be expect ed al so to s tudy and fully record
child behavior. Group s ize mus t be adjusted which limits community service, or additiona l
staff provided whic h increases costs.
Or again , a family-orie nte d school must clarify its goal s i n re lation to family
guida nce. The service school of this decade has begun to take respo ns ibility in the fi eld
of preventive mental health. Some schools have establishe d liaisons with specialized
agencies in the community; othe rs have added psychiatric and teacher guidance couns elors
to their staffs. Within our own school the multiplicity of individual contacts with families
are the practical counte rpart of organized child guidance. Values and prac ticability both
in the direction of supplementary intra-mural service and community agency affiliations
will be the next important areas for future study and development.
Within other aspects of our program the re are e qually important areas to be studied
and developed. Some of the specific ques tions are: (1) what are the new rol es demanded
of s taff by an experime ntal program? (2) what common body of knowledge about childre n
is desirable fo r workers in related professional fiel ds? and (3) what can we contri bute
toward solving the problems of teaching reading and writing skills to children of diffe ring cultura l backgrounds and abilities?
In other words, the Bank Street Children's Program is ac tively e ngaged in exa mining the problems of mid-century c hildren , their families and the ir teache rs. It is actively
engaged in s tudying how the schools of mid-ce ntury can best serve today's c hildren . This
goal i s consistent with the origin al purposes of the Bureau, but the knowledge to be integrated today is ever-growing.
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RESEARCH TRENDS
by Barbarn Biber
Barbara Biber is Chairman of the Research Program. In 1953 s he celebrated her twen ty-fifth
anniversary as a member of the Bank Stree t staff.
She is a lso Chairman of the Stude nt Advisers
and teaches both day and evening classes.

Many people - s tude nts, alumni , vis itors - often ask what goes on in research at
Bank Stree t. It seems a fair question but diffic ult to answer. The trouble is partly ti me.
A quick overview ge ts crowded and confused and may convey the impression that something important and perhaps quite exciting is going on in some office ups t airs but just
what is far from clear. A more detailed account would take a lot of time. Ideally, each
s tude nt at Bank Street s hould have the opportunity to take some small part in one of our
research projects but that ideal may have to be she lved until the profes sional preparntion of
a teacher is equated in cost , time and effort with that of a physician or a clinical psychologist.
For the present purpose, I will do a little retroactive fantasy of questions which
might have been asked about res earch in the years gone by, and try to imagine the answers
I might have given. I trus t errors of recall will be discou nte d . Think of all that I would
rather not remember - the fal se starts, the pieces of work not completed, the good work
not fully reported , written or publis hed. Think also of how much one wishes, in looking
back on work gone by, to trace a sens ible , integrated, forward-looking course. The trends
in our research program th at I see, as I look back, are true but for the whole truth I would
have to te ll you a lot e lse, - the accidental reasons for getting into certain probl ems for
study, the cycle of getting appropriate researc h people to work on certain problems and
then th e adaptation of the problems to what certain people like and can do bes t, the interruptions and deflections of a program by a depression when the budget must be pared
to the bone or by a war when it seems essentia l to spend all energies on emergency needs
or by the pregnan cies of s taff membe rs who have to get their babies well-started before
the deepene d ins ight that comes of be ing a parent can begin to feed back and e nrich the
research program. I would have to tell you how much time it takes to administer a program,
to oil the wheels, and how we have faced difficult s ituations when our purposes were
misinterpreted by certain groups in the community.
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In other words, research is like teaching. It has humdrum mixed with moments of
glory; it satisfies and plagues; i t brings out tale nts and neurotic blocks ; it costs money
that is hard to find; its essence is the people who do it; it takes twice as muc h time and
energy as you expe ct. All kinds of forces operate to pull you this way and that and yet,
through the years, you seem to have s teered a meaningful course. If desire to do researc h
once touches you at that part of the ego that restlessly s truggles with the "why and wherefore," you are its slave while you seem to be acting like its master.
In looking back I cannot review comprehens ively all that was done. I will limit
myself in the main to the work that come through to completion and to the ideas that were
s us tained, through false s tarts as well as true ones, until we had evolved our prese nt
orientation to researc h.
What kind of research characterized the early days?

That question needs a prior one : why research in the firs t place? Lucy Sprague
Mitchell and Harrie t Johnson had inquiring minds . It did not satis fy them to carry through
an imaginative reconstruction of education for young children. They worked as ins pired
peopl e do - with zeal and conviction - but they were not missionaries. They did not
feel they knew the fin al answers. Their c ritical minds re quired the material wi th which
to s it back and consider, to re-consider and take a new tack, to assiduously and conscientious ly "learn as you go" . The interes ted involvement in their work of Dr. Wesley
C. Mitc hell, one of the finest research minds of the times, added immeasurable s tre ngth
to their natural tendenc ies to look with open eyes at what they did wh ile they continue d
to do it with all the heart and so ul and energy they could muster. Dr. Mitchell readily
admitted th e s tudy of e ducational processes into the orbit of social sciences. His broad
concepts of objectivity, his belief in the necessity for gathe ring observational data to
check the spinning out of theory, provided basic framework for the deve lopment of
talents and too ls.
Smocks were the mode for the teache r, but the motto was : in every pocket, a pad.
And pencils flew. Harrie t Johnson had a beautiful smock she herself had made of he nna
silk with wool embroidery, that Lucy Mitche ll wore for years after Ha rrie t's death. Whe n
I fo und it one day in a fi le drawer, i t s till had record pads in the pocket, with notes about
a lunch hour with the two's in the nursery of the Bureau of Educational Experi ments. By
the time I had fou nd it, smocks were no longer in style, teachers were finding it harder
and harder to keep records on their c hildren. The technique of s tudying c hildre n through
selective narra tive recording was here to stay.
The word " selective " does not te ll the story. A record is t.he end-product of a
thought , of a response to a responding human being. It is only as good as the mind that
is doing the thinking, as sensitive as the person who is doi ng the observing. The technique
of recording as it deve loped i n those early days bears the impact of the s ensitive, thoughtful people whose minds were full of the sound and the sense of children as they s truggled
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to find the words with whic h to convey qua lity along with events . Principles of recording
were in the making; get th e c hild as well as what he is doing or saying - his gesture,
his fleeting expression, his soft s igh; get the pers onal - to whom, to what is be responding; from wha t is be recoiling; from whom is he biding; take records in situations that are
a "natural" part of the child's life if you wis h to gain ins ight into the way in which be
takes in his world and makes himself part of it; go s low in typing or interpreting hi m let a s teady accumulation of observational data provide the fo undation of your inte rpretation; see him in many situations a nd moods before you pres ume to know him. l1a other
words, "res pec t the c hild" was not only a maxi m of the teacher' s role, it was also an
ethi c for research. A little more universal humility in the s phere of behavior interpretation
is needed to correct the contemporary te nde nc ies to borrow from ps ychology and psychiatry
a series of labels which really refer to ideas and to use the m indiscriminately to
s tereotype individuals .
From the analysis of these early e xperimental records came a variety of products.
The analysis of how c hildre n use l anguage and i ts meaning in the context of the ir tota l
growth was the basis for Lucy Mitchell's classic "He re and Now Story Books." The pioneering account of how to create a school life for very little children whose learnin g is a
matter of musc les as well as cortex; of art as well as science, of feeling as much as
knowing was Harriet J ohn son's " Children i n the Nursery Sc hool. " And there were smaller
s tudies of how c hildren draw, or use blocks, or begin to use connective and causal words
and concepts .
Not only tool s for research were being developed , principles were forming which
were to prove vital to th e future developme nt of research and e ducatio!1 at Bank Street .
Play is a c hild's idiomatic way of discoveri ng and comprehending himself and his world .
There is a recognizable seque nce, an evolution, in each aspect of growth. Every symbolic
skill rests on a fo undation of exploratory sensory-motor experie nce. The re is a movi ng
cycle of impul se, action, the impact of one' s own ac tion , an e laborated i mpulse to a ne w
level of action. These seque ntial patterns can be traced for drawing, for language, for
dramatic play, etc ., but the significance of growth can never be grasped until each of
these separate seque nces is seen in the context of othe rs. The c hil d's growth has to be
threaded into its parts to be seen in de tail but these parts mus t be put togethe r again if
the c hild as a person i s to be understood.
Is it pos sible to characte rize a level of development?

No one the n or now has a neat answer to th a t question. We approached it o ur way
jus t as other inves tigators were approaching it in their way. Lucy Mi tc he ll had a word
for an idea: maturity levels . It was the ki nd of idea th at can move a mountain . That was
the way we felt when we launched our s tudy of the seven-year-olds. We we re s hifting
from exclusive inte res t in the pre-school c hild to the child of the elementary years . We
set out to s tudy the kind of life that a group of c hildre n create whe n their school s i tuation
gives them a fairly open li fe-space in which to learn and grow. We wanted to understand
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not the chronological year seven , but the le vel of maturity whic h c hildren unde r give n
circums tances attain in the transition period between the nursery ye ars and middle childhood. We we re not s ympathetic with Gesell' s calendar organization of de velopmental res earch. Instead, we were oriented to the "critical stages" concept o:f deve lopment whic h
Erikson made well-known quite a few years late r on the basis of his c linical work and
ps ychodyn amic theory.
In this s tudy our re search approac h took seve ral giant s teps . What we learned in
me thod and approach is not out of date, almos t twenty years later. In fact, one of our
c urrent studies s till leans heavily on a similar approac h. Brie fly , ce rtain primary principles
for this kind of s tudy were e s tablis hed. A group is an intermes hing of pers onalities . The
group life cannot be unde rstood at any level of depth without unravel ing the interplay of
the individual children witb e ach other. To know the children, they mus t be see n in a
variety of situations - tbe whole gamut of school periods , times when the teac he r is most
active and leas t ac tive, when they are together and when they are alone, in the face of
new problems , in response to s timuli that will call out the inner levels of fee ling as we ll
as the overt, conscious modes of thinking and functioning. Proj ective methods of s tudy
are nec ess ary compleme nts to observational tec hniques. Psychologists and educ ators
are minimum requireme nts for our kind of s tudy team.
We did two things in our analysis of the da ta. We colla ted what we knew about
each child into a total picture of his personality. We are still struggling with the mos t
meaningful ways of making suc h integrative s tudie s of an individual. The more you know,
the harder it is. The idea that a study of child personality in terms of what could be known
about him in school is a worthwhile exercise for s tude nts origina ted in this researc h project. We als o des c ribed the childre n as a maturity level - what they were inte res ted tn ,
how they organized their thinkin g, wha t c ommon conflic ts they faced, the ir separate ways
of resolving them, how they felt about adults . What we learned bec ame the c ore of what
we taught prospective teachers about this s tage of deve lopme nt.

From the viewpoint of researc h, we kne w how to do a descriptive , integrated
maturity le ve l s tudy. One more such s tudy was s tarted and le ft unfinis hed - a s tudy of
nine -year-olds. We meant to do a series of maturity-leve l studies and I wis h we had.
Ac tually one of our c urrent studies will provide us with this kind of ma terial as a byproduct of a more c omplic ated des ign.
An indelible mome nt of recall be longs right here. Lucy Mitc he ll was s tanding in
the doorway to my office on the second floor. She had jus t read the man usc ript of the s tudy
about to be sent off to the publis her. With a t winkle, para phrasing a bit of conte mporary
s l ang, s he said: "Barbara , you s aid a mouthful." As though we c ould e ver forget that he r
own searc hing mind, her patient confide nce in the s low, tortuous process of research,
her amazing ins ights whe never s he was in direct c ontact with any part of the work had
no uris hed the wis hes and s purred the ene rgy to searc h for unders tanding of the growi ng c hild.
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Members of the Research Staff, Claudia Lewis '33, Barbara Biber,
Ethel Moss Horn '37, meet to plan next steps in a project.
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How did changes in the Bank Street Program affect the researc h program?
Claudia Lewi s we nt down to work with the c hildren in the Cumberland Mountains.
No one who has read that study of children can ever again have the temerity to be gl ib
about the re lation between c ultural backgro und and child personality. The s imple life of
the country c hildren gave them an inn er quiet that was impress ive - but a pri ce was paid
for it. It meant security on a very narrow base. The complex life of the New York children
al so exac ted its toll - in fights and ta ntrums, resistance and conflict. But through it all,
children w~re t asting and trying out a wider world, and being stirred at deeper levels of
the ir be ings. Other s tudies by Claudia Lewis have followed this one of the "Children of
the Cumberland." They represent a unique contribution , made almos t s inglehanded, to the
challenging probl em of how growth of pers onality in young children bears the imprint of
a culture 's mores about raising and educating c hildren.
Right here in Ne w York, the Bank Street Public School Workshop program gave us
another opportunity to approac h the problem of c ultural or rather sub-c ultural influences .
The childre n in a Harlem school came from different backgrounds than had the chi ldren
we knew best from middle class families in the independe nt schools, wi th their particul ar
ideology concerning childre n, family life and schooling. New questions , new problems
s ti mula ted us. One study, using pictures as a basis for disc ussion with c hildre n, aimed
at finding out what the c hildren , coming from di fferent home backgrounds, expected from
their teachers. What would the teache r do if they were in trouble? What woul d she think
was good? bad? How would she punish? How could she contribute to the ir pleas ure?
their happiness?
This was our first experience with a structured projec tive technique . It was a
happy one. The childre n responded and certain clear differences between the two groups
of childre n showed through, differences in how compliant the children t hought they mus t
be , what their concepts of " goodness " were, what kinds of punis hment they expected,
etc. Here and there, we found surprises : the c hildren of the inde pendent school, presumably
relatively unres trained, expressed s trong wishes to be free of restraint. We pondered what
that meant and stowed it away. That is part of the researc h process . The s urprise in the
results is more than a fascinating bit. It can be put on ice only for a while. Sooner or
later, out it mus t come and be looked at s traight i n the face, subj ected to some new test
and analysis until it fall s in place or helps to lift us all to higher level of unde rstanding
of the true complexity of our problem. In our s tudies today, we can trace the reincarnated
presence of many of our pas t s urprises.
We learned or rather verified impression s from experie nce that the child in the
"freer" school does not walk a path of roses . He has a different system of values to
absorb, a differe nt kind of authority expe rience to inte rna lize. His freedom to express, to
decide, to discove r has another face : the inn er pressure to integrate, to resolve, to be
s trong within himsel f. Plainly, all this i s related to the te acher's ro.le. The re is no one
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way of being a good teacher. That has become a refrain. What the teacher can be and
give must be dovetailed with who the children are~and what they can take.
We made a small venture into a complicated area. We had been told that: young
colored children thought their white teachers were colored, if they liked them. Using a
picture-choice technique we found that positive experience with colored teachers tended
to modify an a priori preference for white teachers in the colored children, that the wish
for a kind, pleasant teacher was primary. In the light of the present-day problems in bringing about integration in the schools, this small finding has immediate interest.
A great deal of observational material about children was being collected in the
early Workshop days . At the same time, the Workshop s taff worked away at trying to help
the teachers see their children more keenly, empathize with them as people and come to
realize what a vast resource they have at hand, as teachers, for giving the children experie nce in school that will he lp them meet their needs. We wanted the teachers not only
to understand intellectually, but to be moved emotionally by the children, and inspired to
transform school into a positive life force. No lectures, no text-book writing could do
this. So a new form was developed, launched by Claudis Lewis. A series of sketches about
children in school written in lite rary-dramatic style, pointed up a teacher's quandary or
dilemma and presented a few ideas of what a teacher might try to do. The first pamphlet
of these sketches was c irculated by the Board of Education. A larger collection, "'Know
Your Children In School", is now available in book form for the teaching profession. Our
files are bulging with materials that could be used in this way but we are short on available talent for this hnd of creative use of research material.
Throughout the first years of the Bank Street Workshop Program, again pencils
flew, Lucy Mitche ll' s fastest of all. Process recording, it is called in the trade . The
result of this diligent recording of what was a new challenging experience for Bank Street
was the book on "Our Children and Our Schools," a rich resource for ideas and tech1r1iques
for professional development of teachers on the job.

Are teachers as well as children the subject of research? Why? How?
Obviously, the core of our research program is the investigation of the learning
process, conceived not as the passing on of information but as a growth-inducing rel ationship. It was inevitable that, sooner or later, we should turn to the role of the teache r.
How much can it be learned? Do you have to be a "natural"? What is a "natural"?
Looking back, it is easy to see that our experience was pushing us toward undertaking a study in this area. We were selecting students for admission to graduate te acher
training and evaluating the wisdom of our c hoices; we were formulating concepts of the
psychological role of the teacher in our courses; we had found in one of the Wo1rkshop
s tudies that the influence of a particular teacher, in the course of a few months, seemed
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to be s trong e nough to change the ideas and expectations that the children had brought
with them from the ir out-of-school backgrounds.
The s tudy we undertook was, in its form, partly an accident. In another connection,
we were acquainte d with a series of cartoons about children and adults . At first it was
amusing to see what differe nt meani ngs different people read into the cartoons. Then it
seemed like an important lead to a method. Some of our alumni are familiar with the cartoons but have patiently pocketed their curiosity about the whole procedure. [n brie f,
this is the s tory.
Our question is: is there a way of di scerning teacher personality wi th refere nce
to such c harac te ristics as depth of feeling for c hild experie nce, relation to authority mode
of perceiving difficulties and dilemmas, tendency toward benign or hos tile responses,
inclination to act or to theorize. The cartoons pres e nt seven dilemma situa tions betwee n
c hildren and adults and we found a wide range of differences in the way people perceive
and interpret these situations and what they might be inclined to do abo ut them .
A difficult research question arises at once: is there a meaningful re lation between
a person's response to a series of cartoons a nd his way of responding in a real s ituation
with real children? T o answer this question requires the carry-through of the complex
procedure of validation, made more complex when one uses structured projective material
s uch as cartoo ns to whic h the re are no specifica ll y right or wrong answers . Thi s process
of testing a test has been con tinuous over several years and is still part o f our program.
From our first s tudy it appears that the tende ncy to react to the cartoons with affect, the
ability to see the dile mma realistically without exaggeration and the absence of expression
of hostility are re liable indicators of qualities that will c harac terize actual teaching, at
the s tude nt-teaching level. Earl y findings need verification and the s urprises i n the results
need checking. We are at present engaged in s tudying res ults on cartoon responses from
teacher training divisions of three western colleges. As you we ll know, Bank Street
s tude nts are too " special" in many ways to be a representative sample of student-teachers
in the country at large.
The proble m which underlies our work with the Cartoon Situations Test is of national scope, and is c urrently being studied by hundreds of investigators. Its importance
is recognized by the U.S. Public Health Service which has given financial support to this
part of our work.
Th e Board of Examiners of th e New York City School Sys tem cooperated in a
s tudy a few years ago in whic h we had respons ibility for setting up a similar e x:periment.
In that case, the Cartoo n Test was only one of seve ral techniques by means of which
teacher pe rsonality was to be assessed. An important part of tha t experiment was the
plan to test the test at the teachi ng rather than the s tude nt teaching le vel. Although that
s tudy was inte rrupted in midstream, it has been carried through with teachers in communities outside of New York a nd results are c urrently being analyzed.
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Our hope is that our work on this problem of how to take certain personality factors
into account in selec ting teachers for training or for jobs will ultimately have practical
value to the profe ssion as a whole. For our own work, we are interested in the insights
gained that are valuable aids not merely for selection, but for deepening the process of
the professional training experience.
It need not take many words to describe our guidance program to Bank Street
alumni, but many of them may not realize that we have been engaged in s tudying our own
guidance procedures i n order to clarify certain general principles and eventually to describe the m to other professional groups . This study has been of the action researc h type :
those who do the work also do the additional work of accumulating the data and are active
in the process of thinking through what it means.
Guidance has become almost a household word in any profession involving human
relations. At Bank Street it is an integral part of training. This seems inevitable as soon
as we recognize that we are preparing people for a de licate human relations job. Our
philosophy of education requires delving into the springs of human be havior; the practical
aspects of s tudent-teaching bring students i nto direct contact with children. The closer
the contac t a nd the deeper the relation the more true is it that the student' s own fee lings
and established patterns of responding become important ingredients in her own growth
as a teacher. This is the student adviser's s pecial job: to find the re levant points where
the s tudent' s learning experience meet the inner processes of the s tude nt's approach and
to find ways to make the professional training an optimal experience in terms of each individual s tude nt's reactions, s trengths or difficulties .
The s tudy of this process makes it possible to see what problems appear re peatedly from year to year and to work through what princ iples of counseling are most suitable
to a guidance program which is integrated into a professional training experie nce. Here
are some of the questions we put to oursel ves in making thic, kind of inquiry. How can the
adviser carry the dual role of s upporting the student's integration of personal response
and also s upervising her actual s tudent-teaching performance? What skills are required
for the adviser to focus the guidance work on the s tudent's personal response to the educa tional experience and s till to avoid becoming involve d in the kind of personal material
that is only appropriate to a therapeutic s ituation? How should e valuation take place when
a stude nt's growth is being facilitated through the guidance experie nce? Do psychological
ly oriented educators need psychiatric cons ultation continuous ly or is the re a level of
understanding whic h they can attain and apply inde pendently?
This s tudy illustrates clearly several general characteristics of our research program that it may be well to mention at this point. The problems selected for s tudy emerge
from our experie nce in e ducation, -with children or with teachers. In that sense we be long
to the grass roots. We have a head s tart: The in s ights gai ned from the experience of the
whole Bank Street s taff wi th its high measure of imaginativeness and inte llectual pene-
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tration provides us with a basic conceptual framework within which to construct
systematic investigations.
Our studies, like the children, reveal a sequence of development. A free exploratory
period comes first. At this stage, the day by day reflective criti cal t hinking about what is
being done educationally gradually leads to the formulat ion of a specific problem for
study. There follows systematic gathering of material on a descriptive , "natural history",
basis. Only then, and only in some instances, is it appropriate to proceed to controlled
experimental study.
As we venture into increasingly complex studies more speci alized skills are
needed on our staff and we need to guard agains t losing what is the essential vitality of
our research program, namely, the interchange between educator and research specialist.
This interchange we consider most successful when, as an outcome the educator gets a
little more research-minded and the research specialist realizes the degree to which direct
experience remains one of the essential avenues to truth.
Is it possible to study not only how a young child of nursery age responds but also what
his experience means to him?

We turn now to current studies of children on the nursery level which are at the
exploratory-descriptive stage. A study aimed to pene trate the meaning of stories to nursery
age children raises questions which teachers have asked themselves a hundred times.
What will this story that I read to a child mean to him? Do I re ad to him about giants if
he is shy and be sure of happy endings if he is sad? Will an angry story make him angri er
than he already is or c hanne l off some of his hostility? Will a scary story make him more
frightened? In general, do children use stories as a vehicle for helping them work out
their proble ms or formulate their solut10ns?
As a result of a first search for answers to questions such as these, we now have
a rich and interesting body of material. A s tory was read to four-year-olds by their teacher
in the group . When it had become a familiar tale, the chi ldren were taken into individual
sessions where, with the illustrated s tory before them, they were asked to tell the story.
Each child's "tell-back" was analyzed systematically with reference to omissions , distortions, emphases, evasions and other factors regarded as revealing of the a ffect involved
in the story for h:rin. The teachers were inte rviewed for accounts of the child's mode of
response in the nursery school situation.

It would be premature to report findings from this work in any final or comprehens ive way but certain conclusions come through from a firs t level analysis of the materia l
which are too interesting to omit, provided it is unders tood that they are highly te ntative.
Children who "use" the fighting in the s tory (i.e., reproduce it with energy or satisfying
feeling) are those who are re latively free from fe ar, guilt, dislike of aggression; children
who do not use the fighting in the story are those in whom guilt, fear or dislike of ag-
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gression is present. Apparently a fighting cat (the figure of aggression is this story)
cannot become a symbol of strength for all timid, unassertive children who need more
strength. Presence of a strong degree of fear or of dislike of fighting makes it imposs ible
for some children to use such a symbol.
The newest project in the program is the study of the two-year-olds. It has grown
out of, or rather, along with the development of a redesigned program for the two-year-olds
in our children's school, geared to meet the special needs of these very young children
and to be adapted to the psychological experience of separation , as it affects children
and mothers. The study is concerned with the ways in which the two-year-olds relate to
and use all aspects of this special nursery school environment - the people, both adults
and children, and the materials and activities provided for the m; it is also concerned with
the child-mother re lationship in school (since mothers are present for long intervals) and
the variety of ways in which children move from the familiar relationship to the new and
unfamiliar ones which the nursery school offers. Hypotheses concerning the ease and difficulty of separation were formulated tentatively and are still in the process of revision.
The underlying bases for either ease or difficulty of separation from the mother
rn the school situation may be quite different: for example, some c hildren who separate
easily may do so because they have had satisfying, security-producing re lationships with
their mothers whereas others may do so because they have had shallow relationships;
some children who have difficulty in separating may have felt deprived in relation to their
mothers, whereas others may have experienced too close· and smothering relationships.
For method in this study we re ly upon two old, familiar techniques which have ,
however, been greatly refined in order to permit systematic, quantitative analysis of data
wherever this is feasible. Observations of the children as well as interviews with the
mothers are structured according to preorganized guides which make possible comparison
from individual to individual and the testing out of hypotheses which govern the total
plan of study. In this type of study many poss ible by-product values exist. For example,
the data as gathered ~ould yield a picture of maturity level of an unusual nature, - twoyear-old children relating themselves to the new world of nursery school in a s ituation
that permits the greatest possible latitude of different rates of adaptability, different
degrees of fear of strangeness and different levels of self-integration. Its primary contribution will be, we hope, greate r understanding of how the child's life before he comes
to nursery school is re lated to the way in which he bec omes a part of school life and that
this unders tanding will serve to guide teache rs to find differentiated ways of helping
children use the school experience meaningfully.
What proof is there that modern methods of education have the effect that are claimed?

A bold question. One that we can no longer afford to leave unanswered. We ask
it ourselves. Others ask it of us. We are now l aunched on an e l aborate s tudy whose purpose it is humbly to seek the ways to attack this complex and i mportant question. The
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scope of our design, the plan of data-collection and a nalysis, the experience and facilities, that are available to us as a Bank Street group have resulted in our recei ving the
support of the U.S. Public Health Service, Mental Health Division, for a period of years.
This is part of a growing trend, nationally, to look to 'Bank Street for contribution to understanding of the general question of mental health as rel ated to education.
I can only inventory facts that describe this study which is entitled The Psychological Impact of School Experience. Any attempt to describe or explain would outrun
all reasonable space limits for this report.
We are studying nine-year-old children, approximately 150 of them, in terms of
their relations to adults, the structure and mores of their c hild-group, their emotional involvement in learning, the organization of their thinking, their self-feeling and self-image,
their personal and social attitudes and concepts. The childre n are all at the fourth grade
level, in attendance at four different schools in New York City. One is an independent
school and three are New York City public schools. The study of children includes observations of their school life and individual sessions utilizing projective techniques
and other methods of personality study. The home as an environmental influence will be
studied through a parent interview; the school as an environment will be studied through
general description of the school as a total setting.
The significance of this s tudy, as projected, is manifold. A vital assumption
underlies the c hanging drift of educational opinion: that the child's experiences in school
can significantly influe nce fundamental aspects of his psychological functioning. The
present s tudy will provide a critical examination o f this important assumption through a
detailed, controlled and comparative study of differing modes of school life. It attempts
to specify the significant dimensions along which school experience varies, and is oriented
toward analyzing attitudes to people and work, potential for productivity, and to the social
functioning of children in school.

It should throw light on many crucial questions which are now being argued in an
atmosphere of controversy rather than fact-finding. For ins tance, what is the relation
between a school' s concern for children's emotional development and the fulfillment of
its responsibility to provide c hildre n with essential knowledge and skills? Are these separable? How is the quality of human rel ations in the classroom related to growth of capacity for independe nt thinking, to the kind of relation to authority that the c hild is forming?
To what extent is the modern emphasis on c reativity being too literally interpreted? Can
originality per se be so highly valued that it becomes a s tandard for children similar in
its pressure to older standards of accuracy and intellectual conformity?
To us it represents a climax: a frontal attack on a problem that is central in our
whole educational program as well as an opportunity to a malgamate old tried-and-true
methods of work with new s kill s and more exacting standards which are essential if the
value of our findings is to be commensurate with the extent of our ambition.
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What I have omitted is more than I have said. Not a word, for instance, about our
psychological position, about the host of problems in the field of curriculum research
which are only hopes for the future , about the unsolved problem of how to make better
use for research of the rich resource of knowledge about children that rests untapped in
teachers' minds or how to make it possible for students and teachers t:o take active part
in research.

It would even take a few paragraphs merely to list all the people who have participated in and contributed to Bank Street research. Perhaps here it can only be said the
continuity of ideas which I have attempted to trace has true meaning only as it connects
with the continuity of interest, imaginativeness and devotion which those who have worked
in this program have given it. Each of us and all, as a team, are aware of our special
legacy - the uniqueness of mind and spirit that is Lucy Mitchell.
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THE ALUMNI PROFILE
by the Alumni Editorial Committee

The Alumni Editorial Committee has s tudied and re-studied the pile of some 250
questionnaires in an effort to not only report factual in formation accurately, but to draw
at least tentative conclusions from answers to implied questions. Since the questionnaire
itself was not designed by expert pollsters , the results have not been treated statistically. No tables or charts are presented. Ins tead, the s ummary is organize? under seven
questions. Illustrative quotes have been included to preserve as much as possible the
individual flavor of all the interesting replies .
The Committee would like to thank all the many alumni who took the time Ito fill
out the ques tionn aire. The replies are obvious ly written with thought and sincerity.

1. Where Are The Alumni Located?
Bank Street College Alumni are living and working in all parts of the world: in
Thailand, Is rael , Mexico, Argentina and Hawaii, as well as in many European countries.
The majority have settled on the Atlantic coast, with 4 74 located in the Mid-Atlantic
States (N.Y., N.J., Pa., Del., Md., Washington, D.C. , and W. Va.). The next largest group
is in New England with a total of 62, and another large group of 39 lives in California
and the Southweste rn states. The remainde r are scattered throughout almost every s tate
in the South, Midwes t and Northwest.
From the alumni living outside of the New York area, we received many remarks
about the feeling of isolation and the lack of ideas and attitudes c haracteristic of Bank
Street. Many are frustrated by "old fashioned" school s ituations, community inac tion on
local school proble ms , discouragingly dull courses in nearby colleges. As one graduate,
who is teaching in a midwestern, urban public school, expressed it:
"It's good to know that there is s till a whole s c hool of people
working toward a truly 'progressive' type of teaching. It gets pretty lonely
out here in the educational ' wilderness ' at times, and jus t knowing Bank
Street s till exis ts reass ures me that ' it's the rest of them who are crazy not me'."
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2. Whal Are The Alumni Doing?
Bank Street graduates are involved in a variety of professional activities, not only
te ac hing but in allied fi elds s uc h as soci al work and psychiatry, school adminis tration,
teache r training and adult education . Many are also writing and doing rese arc h. Most of
the alumni are working with children, at leas t indirec tly, in their variety of roles. As
teachers and direc tors the y are working predominantly with the pre-sclhooler; the eleme ntary years claim the next highest number of graduates . Those teachers in s pec ial areas
include music, painting and language. Other inte resting specializ ations are re medial
reading and s peech the rapy.
An e qual number of gradua tes are in the administrative as pect of education, filling
s uch positions as direc tors , supervis ors and board me mbers. Anothe r major category is
educ ational cons ultant, not only in nursery and elementary schools but in teac her's college s a nd government agencies as advisors and s upe rvis ors . A large number work with
s ummer camps as directors and counselors . Some of those who are engaged in researc h
are working with either Bank Street College itse lf or Vassar College.
An impres sive number of graduates have writte n books and articles for childre n
or on e duc ation in general. Any list of our we ll-known authors would be too long to print
and no one could pos sibly make the selection of whic h few to mention.

3. Are Married Alumni Working Too?
Most Bank Street graduates are married and rais ing a family. Many e xpressed the
feeling that the ir Bank Street training had be tter prepared them for the role of wife and
mother, and als o had he lped therrJ derive greater pleasure and sense of fulfill ment from
these experie nces.
"The de light in c hildhood and the recogmt10n of childre n a t the ir
own leve ls , so inhe rent in Bank Street's philosophy, inc reased my e nj oyment of my own c hildre n and my sense of wonder in their growth."
And about half of the married graduates have either continue d in teachi ng or allied
professions . The majority of grad uates , including moth ers , are engaged in a varie ty of
volunteer activities with c hildren, partic ularly as school board members, hospital aides,
Sunday school teache rs. Alumni are active in settleme nt houses, P a re nt-Teacher Associati ons, the Girl and Boy Scouts and s umme r camps . Communi ty activities include work
for civil defe nse , The League of Women Voters and othe r ci tizens ' groups. Some of the
more unus ual volunteer activities include teaching E nglis h to refugees, library story
reading, working with re tarded childre n and le adi ng parent discussion groups.
Repeatedl y expressed in the ques tionnaires was a sense of respo ns ibility to
others , de ve loped, or s trengthe ned by their Bank Street e xperi ences.
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''The experience at Bank Street helped me to confirm my feeling
that a teacher must take part in community life, that there is a unity between one's approach to little children and one's attitude to people generally." "Because of Bank Street, I feel that I am better able to contribute
more to children of the community - beyond my immediate environment:,
through various agencies."
4. Have Alumni Done Further Study After Bank Street?

Bank Street graduates have gone on to more than fifty other colleges to continue
their study of education or to take courses in allied fields. Those colleges most frequently
attended by Bank Street graduates are New York University, New School for Social Research, City College, Columbia and Teachers College. These schools are, of course,
located in the same area where most Bank Street graduates are living. However, colleges
in almost every state have been attended. Most of these students have studied in the
fie lds of education and psychology. Curriculum and remedial reading courses are most
frequently selected. Courses in child development, speech and testing are also popular.
Bank Street graduates have specialtized in the education of exceptional, physically handicapped and mentally retarded children .
5. As Beginning Teachers, In What Areas Have
The Alumni Experienced Particular Success?

One of the two following areas of s uccess and satisfaction appears in almost
every questionnaire: (1) The establishment of sensitive, growth-producing relationships
with individual children; (2) The planning and carrying out of creative and stimulating
curriculum programs . A few quotes will illustrate these reactions:
"Human relations, establis hing rapport with children and parents ,
developing insights into individual problems and needs."
"Each child meant a great deal to me . His problems and s uccesses
were mine also."
"Understanding childre n - This is a simple statement but after
teaching eight years, I have begun to realize that not many teachers really
understand children."
"I particularly enjoyed building up the c hildren' s understanding of
another culture from its geographical roots until they developed real
identification with it."
"Planning and undertaking trips - from walks in the woods to the
s team shovel across the s treet - proved to be most successful , meaning
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not only the trips the mselves, but their innumerable values to every aspect
of a first grade curriculum. ' '
"Setting up materi als and arrangement of room, curriculum stimulation for intellectual curiosity, encouraging the children toward independence
of thought and expression ."
Next in order of frequency comes gratifying re lationships with school parents and,
las tly, a sense of achievement in promoting the social development of a group of children.
The age level assignment of a beginning teacher seems to influence area of success. Pre-sc hool teachers mention s uccess with individual children mos t frequently and
good curriculum next, while elementary teachers put curriculum success first and individual
relationships second. It is interesting to note that 35% of those replying who graduated
before 1942 mention successful teaching in the area of the Three R's while only 4% of
the more recent graduates had this experience. Earlier graduates also give more weight
to success in curriculum in general than do the more recent graduates who emphasize
relationships to individual children.
6. What Kinds of Difficulties Troubled The Alumni as Beginning Teachers?

The most common single difficulty mentioned by Bank Street graduates as they
recall their days as beginning teachers is discipline. Almost half the graduates who
answered this question mention some trouble with control and with "lea rning to draw the
lines and set the limits for children - learning the great variations between freedom and
anarchy". It is extremely interesting to note that this percentage holds when the questionnaires are grouped by age level taught. Pre-school teac hers have just as much trouble
with discipline as e lementary teachers. Nor does the year of attendance at Bank Street
change this reaction. The same proportion of graduates of the 30's, 40's, and S0's reports
concern with discipline . However, approximately two thirds of the alumni who began teaching in a public s c hool mention difficulty with discipline as compared wi th only one half
the group which began in a private school.
Other graduates mention that they had diffic ulty in (1) getting a good c urriculum
going, (2) teaching the Three R's , (3) comm unicating with parents, (4) establishing good
relationships with co-workers and s upervisors. Pre-school teachers mention difficulty in
parent and staff relations much more frequently then elementary teac hers . About one
quarter of the elementary teachers report difficulty in teac hing the Three R's.
Some alumni report that they experienced no particular difficulties as beginning
teachers. One such reaction includes an interesting additional comment.
"I was always looking for better ways of teaching and evaluating
my me thods and results . Soul-searching is wearing but worth it."
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Others go on to discuss the fact that beginning diffic ulties do not al ways continue.
"The area in which I was so conspic uously a failure in my early
years of teaching is the area in which I now find a great source of satisfaction and pleasure - name ly, my re la tions hip with parents ."
7. In What Ways Has the Bank Street Year Influenced the
Non-teaching Life of the Alumni?

The impact of the year at Bank Street on the alumni as people rather than as
professional teachers is vividly express ed in many highly individual answers to Question
3 on page 2 of the questionnaire. In the answers to questions about success or diffic ulty
in teac hing a small percentage of alumni either stated or implied criticism of the adequacy
of the trai ning. However, without exception answers to Question 3 are positive. The
answers seem to fall into three main categories. Al most half the alumni mention the influe nce of the Bank Street year on their personal growth , self-awareness, and maturity.
More than a third commented that s tudy at Bank Street had helped the m as pare nts of
their own c hildren and in their commun ity work for the welfare of all children. Many who
have gone into other fields have found Bank Street teacher education an excellent foundation for other specialties s uch as social work, psychia try, writing.
A personal yet some how typical quote might best be said to s um up the many
answers to this question.
"I li ke participating in my community and am asked to because of
my background. My garden grows better, my baby happier. I am more eager
to understand the new locale we have moved to .. . and I feel I am really
a muc h be tte r wife and mother. I am very proud of being a Bank Street
graduate."

Reactions to the Alumni Profile
(Editors' Note: Becaus e differe nt conclusions can be drawn from the
summary presented above, we have asked membe rs of the faculty and the a lumni
group to express their informal reactions .)

"It was a bit of a s urprise to me to see that alumni as beginning teachers i n the
30's fe lt success in teaching the academic s kills much more frequently than recent graduates. The Bank Street faculty would say, I think, that in recent years we have tried to
give more effec ti ve a ttention to techniques of teaching i n both courses and s tudent teaching. After puzzling over this apparent contradiction, I have come up with a hunch explanation.
" Can it be that in the 30's parents a nd princ ipals were less acute ly anxious about
getting J ohnny to read? They welcomed experimental teaching and acce pted with equaa
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nimity the almost inevitable errors in a beginning teacher's trials. Today more Bank Street
alumni are going into public school teaching and must face crowded classrooms, childre n
of mixed language or cultural backgrounds , principals who are nervous about "modern"
methods, parents who have high expectations for their children and are quick to criticize.
Beginning teachers these days must teach under the klieg lights of widespread community
concern. Since more questionnaires were returne d by recent graduates, it now seems
surprising to me that more than 25% did not report difficulty with teaching the three R's .
"Would it be safe to assume that, if discipline is the major problem, then our
beginning teachers are at least trying to bring life and vigor into their classrooms? We
all should offer a special salute to these novice teachers who re fuse to be satisfied with
regimented routines and are struggling to teach children imaginatively social s tudies,
science, art, music, reading, arithmetic, spelling, writing, safety and health all at the
same time."
Sheila E. Sadler
Assistant to the President and
Instructor in School Curriculum

"There are so many interesting ideas interwoven in this extremely interesting
analysis of the Alumni Questionnaire it is hard to know where to begin. Since I am working with beginning Bank Street teachers under a special Ford Fund grant I am interested
in a problem common to them and to those replying to the questionnaire : the problem of
controls, managing a large (or small) group of children who s pend so much of their day
in " their room" with their teac her. Fi ltering through these thoughts, by the way, is a
very vivid recollec tion of my first teac hing job as a Bank Street graduate !

"1 have no doubt that Bank Street graduates want to bring a good deal of life into
their classrooms. I have a feeling of doubt about another aspect of our teaching, however.
I don't think that many beginning teachers with problems of control really know what to
expect of themselves as teachers. What kind of controls does he or she believe in? What
convictions do we have about the best climate for learning for differe nt ages? After all,
the se are difficult questions to answer but certainly are crying to be explored. Our tradition at Bank Street is exploration and experimentation. It is to be expected that our graduates question, and try to develop new, better ways of working with c hildren.
"Although beginning teachers have not arrived at any solid ifee ling about what
kind of controls are good for our c hildren , I believe that they do arrive at it in the e nd.
However the "meanwhile" can be a bit difficult to live through! My own feeling is that
this is an area for those of us working at Bank ,:eet to explore further."
Virginia Sc honborg '39
Curriculum Consultant to Bank Street graduates
on-the-job a nd ins tructor in Schoo l Curriculum
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"Most of the questionnaires indicate that our graduates are sensitive, alert, active
persons , who have continued their interests in and concern with people in ways that are
typical of Bank Street's attitudes and values. The fac t that the majority of those not
teaching directly are working in fields closely related to education bears this out. These
people, on the whole, feel that their training at Bank Street had prepared them especially
well for other positions.
"lt would be interesting to find out how these people got into their present fields.
Did early teaching experiences lead to specialized interests? Or was this a result of recognizing they were not teacher material but had abilities in other areas of education?
"l was impressed by the amount of voluntary work being done by the alrnmni, and
particularly, by the number of mothers involved in community activities. Would a survey
of volunteer work done by graduates of other colleges who are also now mothers and housewives, show that our graduates play a more acti ve role in ci vic life? I rather suspect
that they do.''
Fran Agate Rosenmiller '48

"lt seems to me (just one middle-aged, middle class, mother of two teen-agers,
nursery school teacher-alumna of 1950) that this questionnaire and it's results should be
of value to Bank Street in many ways. To . react to just one face t of the information the
questionnaire has gleaned; for a long time I have felt, and I feel safe in stating that my
feeling is shared by others of my class and those of other years, that the Bank Street
training year, has a tendency to "pamper" and over-protect the students. This may have
had a hand in the uncertainties and feelin gs of inefficacy of that first year of teaching.
Of course, all beginnings and e ndings are intrins ically difficult without the added difficulty
of too great a contrast with the training year. A student who had the ins ulation of faculty
adviser, small adviser groups, very little pressure of assignments, a ll-around acceptance
of verbal and written class contributions, would naturally feel doubly the shock of the
first teaching year. I make no plea for a Spartan system of s ink-or-swim philosophy, but
do raise a plea for a little more realism .
"Certainly this is true of the training for nursery school teac hing. How much more
true of the training for the grades where the reality of teachi ng the Three R's to several
groups at various s tages of accomplishment within the bounds of the allowable "disc i pline"
in a public school situation, is somewhat more rigid and uncompromising than that of the
world of blocks, paint and clay. Jus t as the pendulum has swung toward a more realistic
approach to the freedom versus control question for children, this moment in progress
must not be lost to the young adult who is about to become the teacher of these same c hildren.
"My one regret in connection with Bank Street, as it influenced me, i s that I
ne ver experienced Lucy Sprague Mitchell as a teacher, except for one very fra~;me ntary
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pre-T.V.A. trip demonstration (and it was my misfortune to have been te a-hos tess that
Friday - re member how you missed the last ten minutes of class?).
"Just a word to those who did re turn filled-in ques tionnaires . Even though it may
have been a nuisance at the time, I'm s ure the effort will have proved helpful, provocative
of fruitful discussion and a guide to new and ever-creative Bank Street thinking and i ts
inevitable action".
Jean Scher 'SO

The Alumni Editorial Committee consisted of:
Joan Mc Donald '54
Constance Tate '54
Frances Rosenmiller '48
Jean Scher '50
Martha Stodt '51
The y studied the questionnaires an d compiled
this summary of the replies.
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LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
by John H. Ni:emeyer
John H. Niemeyer took office as President of
BankStreetCollege of Education on July 1 , 1956.
He comes to Bank Street from a rich experience
as a teacher of children and, most recently, as
the Headmaster of Oak Lane Country School,
outside of Philadelphia. Oak Lane is the laboratory school for Temple University's School of
Education and, as its headmaster, Mr. Niemeyer
supervised student teachers , taught graduate
courses, and conducted workshops for local
public school teachers.

As the new president of Bank Street College, I am impressed by the depth of support
which Bank Street derives from its alumni and close friends. I have been privileged to
read parts of many of the alumni questionnaire responses. The general feeling that Bank
Street has made important contributions to the lives of nearly all people who have been
associated with it is a source of great encouragement and sati sfaction.
Both alumni and friends of the Cdlege may be asking the question, "With Mrs.
Mitchell's retirement and with the beginning of a new administration, will there be new
direc tions and developments? And if there are new developments, what wi ll the character
of these developments be?" Let me therefore try, out of my very imperfect understanding
and knowledge about this complex and wonderful place, to answer these questions .
Will there be something new? The answer is easy, and it is yes. But this does
not mean that in our going ahead with new endeavors we will lose continuity with the
past. Actually, the whole spirit of Bank Stree t ha s always been to reac h out to something
new and we shall continue in that spirit. Out of the rich heritage which Lucy Sprague
Mitchell and her colleagues have left to us we derive, it seems to me, two major ideas
which not only guide, but in reality determine , our future. The first idea is that Bank
Street exists primarily to explore new fields and to set up pilot projects which can eventually affect the broad field of education. The second idea is that whatever new work is
attempted must always grow out of knowledge and experience which have been previously
acquired. The expansion of Bank Street's work in the field of teacher education grew
logically out of intensive study of how childre n learn and develop and out of years of
expe rimentation in the building of effective educational programs for children.. In this
spirit and guided by this same dynamic, we, in the future, I believe , will build the new
on the solid foundation of the old.
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A great deal of cooperative thinking goes into the making of Bank Street policy.
Initiation of policy usually starts with the College Committee of the faculty appointed by
the trustees on the recommendations of the Pres ident . Then, trustees, alumni, and students
are involved, with ultimate responsibility for new directions and major projects resting
with the Board of Trustees . So far this year the College Committee has given a great
deal of consideration to the question, "how does the professional staff wish Bank Street
to develop in the next period?''

Guided by the two basic Bank Street ideas, stated above, we see the College
extending its work of research , experimentation, and dissemination of findings in such
ways as to make increas ingly important contributions to the development of better education for children. While experimentation with teac her education will remain a major emphasis,
we see the College extending its experimentation into all phases of children's development both in and out of school. We believe that the present research into the effects of
various types of school experiences upon a child' s personality will establish a pattern
for future research studies and for s upplementary experimental action projects. Results
should help to clarify the relationship of school learnings to mental health. We also plan
to expand our work to inc lude much-needed research in the fie ld of school curriculum.

The needs of society are pressing us to enlarge our program. As quickly as finances
and personnel permit, we want to move in the following directions: develop ways to help
psychiatrists, nurses , doctors and social workers-in-training learn from direct experiences
with groups of children in school; establish new techniques for working effectively with
parents of various socio-economic and ethnic backgrounds; help teachers and school
administrators deal intelligently with the myriad problems in achieving school integration;
apply our wide experience in New York City public schools to the tas k of helping various
school systems with mushrooming school populations raise the quality llevel of the ir teaching; train school guidance workers and school personnel other than classroom teachers;
develop a program, more effective than traditional doctoral s tudies, for preparing distingui shed teachers for colleges of education. These are only a small number of the c hallenges
to which we would like to address our professional energies.

As if this were not enough, we face, in addition, the need for more effective dissemination of the knowledge which is gained from our s tudies and projects. While there
is always an important intrins ic value in each of the programs conducted by Bank Street,
we , as an experimenta l center for advanced studies in all aspects of children's education,
assume a particular respons ibility for communication. For carrying out this responsibility,
we have depended in th e past primarily upon our publications. First of all, we want to
see this public ation work extended . To do this will require , again, personnel and money.
If Bank Street's influence is to have the impact whic h it should, them more faculty time
must be available for writing. However, our minds whirl with ideas for other ways of disseminating findings: through films, televis ion, new types of conferences, and institutes , et c.
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One can see th at in just a few months I have been caught up in the Bank Street
sprnt - the exciting dreaming done by a group of professional workers who somehow
always manage to have many of their dreams come true! I hope that the alumni and frie nds
of the College, will rally around the work being done and being planned he re in a manner
which will go even beyond their affection and interest of the past. The opportunity for
service to mankind through improved education which Bank Street offers to each member
of the Bank Street family is ve ry real. I invite all of yo u to take advantage of this
opportunity in every way possible.
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THE

BANK STREET

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Mrs . Elizabeth Healy Ross, Chairman
Mrs. John Case, Vice-Chairman
Mrs. Gilbert Kerlin, Vice-Chairman
Leonard S. Kandell, Treasurer
Arthur W. Lamm, Assistant Treasurer
Mrs . Mary Squire Abbot, Secretary
Mrs. Lucy Sprague Mitchell, President Emeritus
Ruth Andrus
Fred W. Bartlett
Florence S. Beaumont
William F. Blitzer
Mrs. Alvin C. Eurich
Lawrence K. Frank
Mrs. D. B. Fuller

Mrs. Eliot D. Pratt
Arthur Rosenthal
Mrs. Max J. H. Rossbach
James H. Scheuer
Jessie Stanton
Mrs. Nathan Straus III
Abraham Tannenbaum

John H. Niemeyer, President
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COLLEGE

0 F EDUCATION

FACULTY
Barbara Biber
Irma Simonton Black
Georgi a Brown
Marilyn Chandler
Clare Clemons
Cl ara Coble
Jean d' Autilia
Dorothy Dinne rstein
Naomi Freilicoff
J anet Friedensohn
Elizabeth Gilkeson
Herbe rt Goldsmith
Elaine Graham
Alyce Hamilton
Eleanor Hogan
Ethel Horn
Florence Kandel!
Claudia Lewis
Dorothy Livingston
Lois Lord
Hanna McElheny

Hugh McEl heny
Patricia Minuchin
John Niemeyer
Janice Peary
Meyer Rabban
William Rabinowitz
Danie l Rosenblatt
Sheila Sadler
Estelle Schecter
Virginia Schonberg
Julius Schwartz
Edna Shapiro
Leo Shapiro
Ruth Sonneborn
Betty Spiro
Miriam Stecher
Virginia Stern
Carol Truax
Alma Weisberg
Charlotte Winsor
Herbert Zimiles
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